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PRESENTATION OF THE INSTITUTE

The institute of Theoretical Physics is a joint institute for research
and education in theoretical physics, serving Chalmers University of
Technology and tHe University of Göteborg. It is organized in six ad-
ministrative units; five research divisions and the division for un-
dergraduate teaching. Schematic plans of the Board of the institute and
of the research and teaching groups are given below.

The Board of the institute

Chairman

Representatives of
professors and
lecturers

Extra lecturers and
graduated personnel

Assistants and other
research students

Technical and admin-
istrative personnel

Students at CTH

Students at GU

Ordinary members

B Lundqvist

J Nilsson (vice-chairman)
0 Bränder

G Niklasson

L Jönsson
M ögren

G Georgsson

T Fonden

N Drugge

Deputy members

S Lundqvist
A Sjölander

L Brink

A Burden
A Tollsten

M Lövgren

P Ekedahl

Chairman's secretary: Gerd Georgsson
Substituting chairman: Jan Nilsson
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The research and teaching groups

. ELEMENTARY PARTICLE
PHYSICS

Prof.
Seer.

J S Nilsson
B Winnberg

STATISTICAL PHYSICS

Prof.
Seer.

A Sjölander
L Dahlberg

SOLID STATE PHYSICS

Prof.
Seer.

SURFACE

Prof.
Seer.

S Lundqvist
Y Steen

PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY

B Lundqvist
M Ehinger

MATHEMATICAL PHYSICS

Doc.
Seer.

S Ström
B Winnberg

UNDERGRADUATE TEACHING

Lect.

Seer.

0 Bränder
T Eriksson
A Kihi berg
G Niklasson
U Ottoson
M Lövgren

Particle dynamics
Field theory; gauge models and
supersymmetry .

Electron correlation effects in
metals
Spin dynamics
Dynamics of classical liquids and
plasmas

Electronic structure of solids and
surfaces
High-energy spectroscopy of atoms,
surfaces and solids

Static and dynamic aspects of the
molecule-metal interaction
Heterogeneous catalysis and other
surface reactions

Acoustic, electromagnetic and
elastic wave scattering in inhomo-
geneous media
Inverse scattering problems

University courses in physics and
theoretical physics
Chalmers1 courses in physics, mathe-
matical physics and mechanics
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BUDGET AND PERSONNEL

The budget for 1983 is summarized in the following table.
The amounts are given in thousands of SCrs.
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1 FROM UHÄ

1 Salaries to permanent
staff (P, DO, FA, L)

2 Salaries to extra lec-
turers (EL)

3 Salaries to senior
research scientists (F)

4 Salaries to assistants (A)

5 Other salaries, services
and materials

6 Computer time

2 FROM NFR

3 FROM STU

4 FROM "WILHELM OCH MARTINA
LUNDGRENS VETENSKAPSFOND"

5 045

1 943

464

300

714

1 469

155

1 642

212

17

542 533 469*) 98

212

Salaries include LKP (social taxes paid by the employer).
The abbreviations within brackets refer to different categories of
personnel given in the next table.

x) part of the amount joint with the physics department



The following table shows the number of persons at the Institute
1983-12-31.

32ox
«/» CL

2
CO

I
UJ <•

II
I,
t— UI ii

TOTAL 50.35 13.97 5.8 5.9 5.2 7.23 1.4 10.85

PROFESSOR 1 1

LECTURER
LEKTOR

SENIOR RESEARCH
SCIENTIST
FORSKARE F0

DOCENT DO

EXTRA LECTURER
EXTRA LEKTOR EL

<!>•

1.5 1.5

SENIOR RESEARCH
SCIENTIST (TEMPORARY) F
ARV.TJÄNST SOM FORSKARE

1.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

RESEARCH ASSOCIATE
FORSKARASSISTENT FA

ASSISTANT
ASSISTENT 5.35 5.35

GRADUATE STUDENT
POSITION
DOKTORANDTJÄNST

DT

STUDENT WITH
GRADUATE FELLOWSHIP
FORSKARSTUO. MED
UTBILDNINGSBIDRAG

15.8 8.8 1.8 0.2 1.2 3.4 0.4

OTHER STUDENTS
ÖVRIGA FORSKARSTUD.

RESEARCH ASSISTANT
RADSAS,SISTENT RA 7.5 0.5 2 2 1

SECRETARY
SEKRETERARE 4.7 0.67 0.5 0.7 0.5 0.33

s) Vacant
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3 ELEMENTARY PARTICLE PHYSICS

1 Presentation of elementary particle physics
2 The main activity of the group
3 Personnel and other data
4 Outside support
5 Research projects

3.1 PRESENTATION OF ELEMENTARY PARTICLE PHYSICS

The physics of elementary particles represents the frontier in our
search for the ultimate constituents of matter. It developed into a
separate branch of physics in the 1950's, and with access to new and
large accelerators several new subfields emerged. This diversification
in the early stages was the result of our fragmentary knowledge at
that time. In recent years the trend towards a unified description of
the basic constituents and the basic forces in nature has lead us to
an understanding of the nature of matter which is conceptually very
simple.

Our present understanding of matter involves two kinds of basic con-
stitutents, viz. leptons and quarks. These are believed to be structure-
less objects which interact mutually through the exchange of field
particles. The leptons and quarks are believed to come in three gen-
erations, each generation consisting of two leptons and six quarks.
The first generation, which for all practical purposes is sufficient
to explain matter as we encounter it on earth, contains the electron
and its neutrino, the up-quark and down-quark each of which comes in
three varieties (colours). The leptons are objects that appear as free
particles which may be investigated directly in the laboratoty. The
quarks on the other hand seemingly never appear as free objects; A
quark and an antiquark may form a bound state and these constitute
the mesons. Similarily three quarks may bind to form the baryons. Thus
quarks cannot be studied as free objects but we must always deal with
bound states of two or more quarks.

All electrically charged particles interact electromagnetically through
the exchange of photons. The photon is the field particle of the
electromagnetic field. Similarily quarks and leptons are susceptible
to the weak interactions which take place through the exchange of so
called intermediate vector bosons. There are three bosons of this kind
commonly denoted W± and Z°. These particles are the field particles of
the weak interactions. Finally, the quarks interact also strongly
through the exchange of so called gluons. They are altogether eight
and they are field particles of the strong interactions.

The field particles sense different qualities of the leptons and the
quarks, and in analogy with the electric charge one also speaks about
weak charges and strong charges. The field particles represent the
different means of communication for the leptons and the quarks. Eight
leptons and quarks in each generation display different family relation
reflecting underlying symmetry properties of the different interactions.
This gives rise to intricate symmetry patterns governing the processes
between the elementary particles as we may study them in the laboratory.
As noted already by ancient philosophers a few basic constituents may
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account for a rich variety of forms. This is certainly the case in
elementary particle physics and it explains the rich variety in
phenomena studied in the laboratories. Only in recent years have we
been able to descern the underlying simple structure.

Matter particles Interaction Field particles

strong

electromagnetic

weak

gluons

photon

W*. Z°

The picture described above accounts for the properties of matter at
all energies available in the laboratories today. The theory rests on
a very sound experimental basis. However, there are several aspects of
the theory which remain to be understood. In the theory for weak inter-
action the masses of W± and 2° have their origin in a spontanous symme-
try breaking mechanism in which a certain spinless particle plays a
fundamental role. This particle has not been observed as yet. It is
also true that though we have a definite theoretical model for the strong
interactions we can so far only use it to compute certain physical prop-
erties in the limit of very high energies. There is much evidence in
favour of the model, but the evidence is so far indirect. At energies
presently available we are unable to make very stringent theoretical
predictions and hence test the model.

On a more speculative basis one has also tried to achieve a further
unification of the basic forces in nature. For example, at energies
of the order of 100 GeV it is believed that electromagnetic and weak
forces unify and we obtain electroweak interactions in somewhat the
same way as electric and magnetic phenomena were unified in electro-
magnetism in the last centure. The theory of electroweak forces is
known as the Glashow-Salam-Weinberg model and the originators of the
model were awarded the Nobel Prize in physics in 1979. It is also con-
ceivable that the electroweak forces and the strong forces unify at
still higher energies. There exist speculative models in which this
takes place but only at extremely high energies of the order of 10 1 5 GeV.
This is far beyond the range which is accessible to experimentation.
There are though a couple of interesting consequences emerging from
such a unified picture, the most important of which is that the proton
cannot be stable. In fact this is a crucial property. For instance the
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minimal grand unification scheme places the lifetime of the proton at
something like 10 2 9 ± 2 years, which is a little too low since the recent
experiments set the lifetime of the proton at least of the order of
1 0 " years. The grand unification schemes also have interesting con-
sequences with regard to the big bang theory for the universe.

In the description of the basic forces in nature above we have alto-
gether left out gravitation. For a long time gravitation seemed to be
entirely outside the realm of elementary particle physics. Yet it is
clear that matter and gravitation are intimately connected. To incor-
porate gravitation in the models of elementary particle physics re-
quired new concepts and new ideas which only recently have been found.
The most promising development in this context relates to so-called
supersymmetry.

Supersymmetry is a supplementary concept to the type of symmetries
commonly discussed in particle physics. Supersymmetry provides a con-
nection between bosons and fermions. Supersymmetry results in particle
supermultiplets with different spins, whereas in ordinary symmetries
the multiplets only contain particles with the same spin. It is in many
ways quite surprising that such a symmetry is at all possible. Super-
symmetry may also be combined with internal symmetries of the conven-
tional type. Lagrangian models exhibiting such combined symmetries
have been constructed and classified.

In a manner of speaking supersymmetry is an extension of the Poincaré
space-time group. Just as the gauging of the Poincaré group leads to
Einstein's theory of gravitation, the gauging of supersymmetry leads
to what is now called supergravity. In supergravity the graviton, the
field particle of the gravitational field, is accompanied by one or
several fermions with spin-3/2 and, in some versions, by vector, spinor
and scalar field particles. All of the corresponding particles form a
supermultiplet which has very symmetrical interactions. Supergravity
thus offers the tantalizing possibility of unifying all the primary
interactions within the same framework, including gravitation. It might
also provide a resolution of a very important technical problem, namely
the renormalization of the gravitational interaction. As is wellknown,
Einstein's theory of gravitation cannot be renormalized. It may well
be that supergravity due to the form of the interactions and the rela-
tions between the coupling constant appearing in the theory, is more
convergent than ordinary gravity. If some form of supergravity is a
perturbatively finite theory, then we may well be at the beginning of
a truly fundamental unified theory of all interactions.

Members of the elementary particle theory group have taken an active
part in the developments indicated above. With so much excitement in
the field of particle physics generated by recent discoveries both
in theory and experiments the future looks bright and fascinating.

3.2 THE MAIN ACTIVITIES OF THE GROUP

The dynamics of particles and strings
Field theory; especially
non-abelian gauge theories,
supersymmetry and supergravity
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The members of the group have benefitted from close contacts with
scientists from CERN, NORDITA, California Institute of Technology,
Syracuse University. University of Texas at Austin, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, Queen Mary College and Imperial College of
University of London, Gesamthochschule Wuppertal, Universitå di
Napoli, Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore, Universität Wien,
Weizmann Institute, Rehovot and Virginia Polytechnic Institute.

Hans Hansson has been at MIT until the end of August with a post-
doctoral fellowship from the Swedish Natural Science Research Council.
From 1st of September he is a fellow at CERN. Arne Kihi berg visited
CERN for three months, September- November. Olof Lindgren has a post-
doctoral fellowship at the Weizmann Institute, Rehovot, Tsrael, from
1st of September. Bengt Nilsson was a research associate at the Center
for The.oretical Physics at the University of Texas, Austin until the
end of August, and has a postdoctoral fellowship at the Imperial College,
London from 1st of September. Jan S Nilsson participated during the
month of August in the Blacksburg Workshop organized by professor
R E Marshak and his collaborators at Virginia Polytechnic Institute
and State University. Per Salomonson visited CERN during the month of
October. Bo-Sture Skagerstam has been a senior fellow at NORDITA during
the year and has spent three months at CERN as a corresponding fellow.
He also visited several institutes in China during one month. Allen Stern
was a member of the group until the end of July as a visiting scientist.
Teresa Vallon was a member of the group during the year with a fellowship
from the Swedish Institute.

Brief visits by many scientists from other institutes have significantly
added to the atmosphere at the institute. Personal contacts established
through visits have often resulted in joint research projects as indi-
cated in the more detailed reports below.
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3.3 PERSONNEL AND OTHER DATA

The abbreviations
are explained on
page 70

0

Alvegård, Christer
Bengtsson, Anders
Bengtsson, Ingemar
Brink, Lars
Cederwall, Martin
Ellasson, Gunnar
Gudmundsdottir, Ragn-

heidur
Hansson, Hans
Hwang, Stephen
Johansson, Anders
Johansson, Lars
Ki hl berg, Arne

Lindgren, Olof
Marnelius, Robert

Nilsson, Bengt
Nilsson, Jan S
Ottoson, Ulf
Peressutti, Giorgio
Rydnell, Gunnar
Salomonson, Per
Skagerstam, Bo-Sture
Stern, Allen
Sundborg, Bo
Sudarshan, George
Tollsten, Anna
Trinhammer, 01e

Vallon, Teresa
Welin, Stellan
Winnberg, Britta
Åberg, Claes
Ogren, Mats

AC
AD

EM
IC

 
DE

GR
EE

1

FD
C
FK
TD
C
C
FK

FD
C
FK
C
TD

FD
JD

FD
TD

TL.FL
FL
C
FD
FD
PhS
FK
PhD
C
Cand
Sci
PhD
FD

FD
C

PO
SI

TI
ON

2

EL

FO

PD
0.5A
0.5A

0.5L
0.5F
0.5A
0.5RA
0.5D0
PD
P
EL
0.5LIB

RA
SFe
V

JP
0.5A
V

RA*>
0.67S
RA*)

DO
KT
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AN

D

3

D
D

D
D
D

D
D
D

D

D

D

D

D
D
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GE
ME

NT
 I

N 
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R
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P

4

U

U

U

U
U
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5

Utbildn.bidrag
Utbildn.bidrag
NFR
UtbiIdn.bidrag
UtbiIdn.bidrag
UtbiIdn.bidrag

MIT-CERN
0.5 Utbildn.bid

Utbildn.bidrag

NFR

Texas, Imp.Coll.

UtbiIdn.bidrag
NFR
NORDITA

0.7 Utbildn.bidr

0.5 Utbildn.bidr
SI-fellowship

Sl-fellowship
HSFR

HSFR
Utbildn.bidrag

TI
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6

2

9

• 8

1

1
7
5

4

*) in theoretical philosophy
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3.4 OUTSIDE SUPPORT

SOURCES OF SUPPORT
CONTRACT NO

NFR F-FU 7310-11.'.
NFR F-FU 7310-116
NFR S-FO 8115-109
NFR S-FO 8115-111
HSFR F 22/82
HSFR F 103/83

YEAR

82/83
83/84
82/83
83/84
82/83
83/84

PRINCIPAL
INVESTIGATOR

J S Nilsson
J S Nilsson
L Brink
L Brink
C Åberg
C Åberg

AMOUNT OF
SUPPORT (SCrs)

381.000
421.800
182.700
98.600 .
200.000*)
318.000*)

*) Department of philosophy

3.5 RESEARCH PROJECTS

1 Supersymmetry and supergravity
2 Non-abeiian gauge theories, quark confinement and related topics
3 Relativistic quantum strings and relativistic particle dynamics
4 Quantum Chrorno Dynamics and hadron phenomenology
5 Reality, locality and determinism

3.5.1 Supersymmetry, supergravity and field theories for particles with
higher spin

1 Project members

A Bengtsson
I Bengtsson
L Brink
M Cederwall
0 Lindgren
B Nilsson
P Salomonson
A Toll sten
M ögren

2 Outside support

NFR S-FO 8115-109
NFR S-FO 8115-111
NFR F-FU 7130-113
NFR F-FU 7310-116

3 Project description

As mentioned in the introductory presentation of elementary particle
physics, much effort is spent on attempts to find a unified descrip-
tion of all the basic forces in Nature. If such a description could
be found it would have very important implications. On one hand it
could provide the basic principle on which Nature is built, which
would be very gratifying from a philosophical point of view. On the

- 24 -
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other hand it should explain the successes of the Glashow-Weinberg-
Salam model and the QCD model and fix the remaining free parameters
of these models.

One attempt consists of trying to first unify strong, weak and elec-
tromagnetic interactions (GUT). One such model, the Georgi-Glashow
model based on the gauge group SU(5), has been rather successful.
However, it still lacks complete predictability and bears no hint
how to introduce gravity in a quantum mechanically consistent way.

Another way is to start with gravity and try to extend it to include
the other interactions. A very important discovery came in 1976 when
Freedman, Van Nieuwenhuizen and Ferrara showed that also gravity can
be extended to have other particle content than the spin-2 particle
that mediates the force. They managed to include also a spin-2/3 par-
ticle. Soon thereafter also models with lower spins were found. The
particle content of a whole class of such models had in fact been
found earlier by Gell-Mann and Ne'eman. The new invariance which
made these models have the same consistency properties as gravity
is the so-called supersymmetry.

The biggest such model called N=8 supergravity, since the super-
symmetry algebra has 8 spinor generators, is the strongest candidate
as the "superunified model". There have been many attempts to con-
nect this model to the GUT models alluded to above. No direct link
has been found and the general belief is that if this model is the
model unifying all interactions, it is a model which describes the
physics at the energy where gravity is as strong as the other inter-
actions, i.e. around 1019 GeV. The particle content should then be
the truly fundamental particles, the haplons, which at lower energies
form bound states, which are the quarks, leptons and gauge field par-
ticles. These ones then interact via some effective interactions,
which are the strong, weak and electromagnetic forces. This is so
far only a possible scenario which by no means has been proven to
be correct.

If the N=8 model is the correct model it must have unique quantum
properties. Ordinary gravity is non-renormalizable and is believed
to have uncurable divergencies in the perturbation expansions. It is
then important to search for a model which has no divergencies. To
check such properties one needs a formalism which makes perturbation
expansions compact. If one tries directly to connect one field with
each particle the difficulties are unsurmountable. Instead one has
tried superfields which are fields over the Minkowski space and some
anticommuting coordinates, and which contain all the physical par-
ticles. This is an approach our group has devoted much time to during
the last years. For the simpler models such superfields were easily
found. However, for supersymmetr.ic theories with 4 or more spinor
generators in the algebra, it has seemed impossible for a long time,
but the way out was found last year by Lars Brink, Olof Lindgren and
Bengt Nilsson. A similar approach was also proposed by Mandelstam. It
amounts to using the so-called light-cone gauge for all guage fields
and break the manifest Lorentz covariance to remain with covariance
under rotations in the transverse space. In this way one can describe
all particles with fields which have no auxiliary degrees of freedom.
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It is then straightforward to write every supersymmetric model in
terms of indexfree fields over a superspace' and with these fields
one has simplified the task of constructing perturbation expansions
most significantly.

With this formalism Lars Brink, Olof Lindgren and Bengt Nilsson
first tackled the maximally supersymmetric Yang-Mills gauge theory
(N=4). This model, which was constructed by Lars Brink, John Schwarz
and Joel Scherk in 1976, had been found to have vanishing charge
rerormalization up to and including the three-loop order. With the
new formalism it was now possible to prove that in a specific gauge
the whole perturbation expansion is finite! This is a quite remark-
able result. It is the first time one has proven such a result for
a non-trivial field theory. This model has now been proposed by
many scientists to be the fundamental theory of the world. It does
lack gravity as a fundamental interaction, but there are some indi-
cations that the gravitons appear as bound states. This is hence an
alternative to the N=8 supergravity.

Much effort has been spent within the group in order to better
understand the supersymmetric Yang-Mills theories. Ingemar Bengtsson
and Olof Lindgren have investigated the energy difference between
the bare (free) and the physical vacua in supersymmetric field the-
ories. The use of the interaction picture in quantum theory rests
on the assumption that there exists a unitary transformation con-
necting the bare and the physical Hilbert spaces. In this context
of soluble models it was soon found, however, that this assumption
is untenable. Zumino found that in supersymmetric theories the
vacuum diagrams are zero, but the energy difference alluded to
above is in general infinite. The result obtained by Ingemar
Bengtsson and Olof Lindgren is, however, that by using the light-
cone gauge one can prove that for supersymmetric Yang-Mills theories
with N=2 or more the energy difference is zero order by order in
perturbation expansion, indicating that such models should have
greater chances of being completely consistent quantum field the-
ories.

Another attempt to better understand the N=4 model is made by
Mats ögren, who is trying to estimate the summation of the pertur-
bation series in the limit of the gauge group SU(N) with N-»>». This
is another important problem and should shed light on non-perturba-
tive aspects of the model. Anna Tollst§n has constructed the super-
field formulation of N=2 Yang-Mills model in the light-cone guage
and is in the process of constructing all the supersymmetric Yang-
Mills theories coupled to arbitrary matter multiplets in this for-
malism in order to study the quantum properties of these models in
general.

It is, of course, also very important to formulate the N=8 super-
gravity model with a light-cone superfield. This is considerably
harder since the interaction is non-polynomial. The hope is that
once this formalism is constructed one should be able to answer the
question whether the perturbation expansion for N=8 supergravity is
finite or not. If it is not, this model cannot be the fundamental
one. However, one can extend this model. An ordinary field theory



describes point-like particles. An extension is to consider string-
like particles. Models for such objects do in fact exist. These are
the so-called dual models. One can construct two such models in-
volving fermions, one generalizing N=4 Yang-Mills theory coupled to
N=4 supergravity and one generalizing N=8 supergravity. Interpreted
as particle theories these models involve infinitely many particles.
Keeping only the massless particles one obtains the N=4 and the N=8
models resp. Also here the light-cone formalism is indispensable.
Together with Michael Green and John Schwarz, Lars Brink has last
year managed to construct a superfield theory for the N=8 super-
string theory. The fields are now functional over a string curve.
Only the interaction to first order in Newton's coupling constant
was constructed. This year one has been able to argue that no higher
order coupling constants are needed. This means that we know the com-
plete action and one can in principle compute the higher quantum
corrections and check whether the quantum theory makes sense. The
N=8 supergravity theory follows from this model in a certain limit
and an understanding of the quantum behaviour of the superstring
theory would in principle.mean an understanding of the corresponding
properties for the N=8 supergravity model. However, the actual com-
putations in the superstring theory are arduous and it will probable
.take some time before we can master them.

Hence we did embark on a direct construction of the N=8 model. In
the light-cone gauge the super-Poincaré group is non-1inearly real-
ized. The Hamiltonian is one of the translation generators and a
construction of the full symmetry algebra amounts to a construction
also of the Hamiltonian and hence also of the Lagrangian. The general
program of this kind for supergravity theories was set up by •
Anders Bengtsson, who constructed the N=l theory to first order in
the coupling ronstant. His procedure was general enough so that
Anders Bengtsson, Ingemar Bengtsson and Lars Brink could set up a
corresponding formalism to construct the interaction to first order
for massless particles of any integer spin. This had been expected
to be impossible and the result is somewhat surprising. The physical
use of such particles is unclear and there are no indications that
particle physics needs them. It is, however, an important problem in
quantum field theory. Simularly they could construct the first order
interaction in any supersymmetric theory with N=4 integer, hence as
a special case, the N=8 model.

The light-cone technique was instrumental in the above analysis. It
is now natural to ask if one can obtain covariant interacting field
theories for higher spin. Anders Bengtsson has made a systematic
study of spin-3 particles and found no natural extension of the co-
variant formalism for lower spins.

In order to really conclude that these interacting theories exist one
needs to find all interaction terms. Ingemar Bengtsson, Martin Cederwall
and Olof Lindgren have investigated the quartic coupling terms. In par-
ticular they studied this coupling term in detail for spin-2 from the
Einstein-Hilbert action. From their analysis they concluded that the
coupling term to this order is most likely to exist for any spin, and
they have constructed a general term which only the all too extensive
algebraic difficulty has prevented them from checking in all details.
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It is quite important to be able to formulate the complete N=8
supergravity theory. For this we probably need a more advanced
technique and such studies are under way.

The N=8 supergravity theory can be very elegantly described as the
simple supergravity theory in 11 dimensions of space-time if we
interpret the fields not to depend on 7 space dimensions. However,
we can turn around and start with the full 11-dimensional model
and ask if the solutions to this model select a specific space.
Bengt Nilsson together with his colleagues at Imperial College in
London, MfchTel Duff and Christopher Pope, have found solutions
which picks out the 4-dimensional space-times together with a
7-dimensional internal space at each space-time point. This is a
generalization of an idea put forward in the 1920's by Kaluza and
Klein. These models constitute alternative generalization of the
N=8 supergravity model. One has for example models which break the
supersymmetry spontaneously and there is now a world-wide interest
in these models.

4 Published papers

A Bengtsson, I Bengtsson and L Brink, Cubic interaction terms for
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Nucl. Phys. B227 (1983) 41

A Bengtsson, N=l supergravity in the light-cone gauge,
Nucl. Phys. B228 (1983) 190

A Bengtsson and I Bengtsson, Some properties of supersymmetric QED
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Nucl. Phys. B (in press)
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L Brink, 0 Lindgren and B E W Nilsson, The ultraviolet finiteness of
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Phys. Letters 123B (1983) 323

L Brink, M B Green and J H Schwarz, Superfield theory of type (II)
superstnngs,
Nucl. Phys. B219 (1983) 437

L Brink t M B Green and j H Schwarz, Ten-dimensional supersymmetric
Yang-Mills theory with S0(8)-covariant light-cone superfields,
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Ed:s G Domokos and S Kövesi-Domokos, World Scientific Publ. Co
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M J Duff, B E W Nilsson and C N Pope, Compactification of d=ll
supergravity on K3xT3,
Phys. Lett. 129B (1983) 39

M J Duff, B E W Nilsson and C N Pope, Spontaneous supersymmetry
breaking by the squashed seven-sphere,
Phys. Rev. Letters 50 (1983) 2043

M A Awada, B E W Nilsson and C N Pope, The supersymmetry transform-
ation rules for KaJuza-Klein supergravity on the seven-sphere,
Phys. Rev. D rapid communication (1984) (in press)

B Ell Nilsson and C N Pope, Scalar and Dirac Eigenfunctions on the
squashed seven-sphere,
Phys. Lett. 133B (1983) 67

M J Duff, B E W Nilsson and C N Pope, Superunification from eleven
dimensions,
in: Proceedings of the "4th Workshop on Grand Unification" Univ. of
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, USA, April 1983 and Nucl. Phys (1984)

5 Institute reports

A Tollstén, The light-cone gauge superfield formalisms for the N=l
6-dimensional Yang-Mills theory and the N=2 4-dimensional one (83-13)

I Bengtsson, M Cederwall and 0 Lindgren, Light cone actions for
gravity and higher spins, some further results (83-55)

3.5.2 Quantum field theory

1 Project members

R Gudmundsdottir
S Hwang
A E I Johansson
A Kihi berg
R Marnelius
J S Nilsson
G Peressutti
G Rydneli
P Salomonson
B-S Skagerstam
A Stern
0 Trinhammer
T Vallon

2 Outside support

NFR F-FU 7310-113
NFR F-FU 7310-116
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3 Project description

The group has carried out research on the following topics in quantum
field theory: BRS-quantization, topological properties, lattice regu-
larization, high temperature properties, supersymmetry, composite
fields and coherent states.

The Becchi-Rouet-Stora (BRS)-symmetry was first discovered in the
non-abelian Yang-Mills theory as a residual symmetry of the Lagrangian,
when covariant gauge-fixing and ghost terms were added to the original
Lagrangian and was used to show renormalizability and unitarity. Since
then the presence of this symmetry in the quantization of a general
gauge theory, the so called BRS-quantization, has been realized to be
of fundamental importance.(The requirement that physical states must
have zero BRS-charge leads to the Ward-Takahashi identities and assures
gauge invariance in the quantum theory.)

Shortly after the discovery of the BRS-symmetry another related symme-
try, the anti-BRS symmetry, was discovered for the non-abelian Yang-
Mills theory in the Landau gauge. The subsequent investigations showed
that the proofs of renormalizability and unitarity for this theory
were simplified using both symmetries and there have been proposals
to consider the anti-BRS symmetry equally fundamental as the BRS-symme-
try. In order to clarify the role of the anti-BRS symmetry, Stephen
Hwang has derived a general formalism of the anti-BRS symmetry, which
may be applied to a large class of theories ranging from particle and
string theories to a general gauge field theory. With this formulation
he has proved that, as far as unitarity is concerned, the anti-BRS
symmetry is of no importance and clarified what conditions the gauge
choices must satisfy to have both symmetries present.

Recent developments of the BRS-symmetry have been to interpret it
geometrically in order to gain a better insight into its nature and
one has realized a connection to quantum anomalies. Stephen Hwang is
now working along these lines to clarify the appearance of the BRS-
symmetry within the path-integral quantization and the relation to
quantum anomalies.

Jan S Nilsson, in collaboration with A P Balachandran, G Marmo,
N Mukunda and E C G Sudarshan, has studied gauge theory models with
non-abelian magnetic monopole solutions. Monopole solutions occur
whenever a gauge symmetry group G is spontaneously broken and the
remaining exact symmetry group H has a nontrivial topology. Models
of this kind are used in attempts to unify all the conventional
forces between elementary particles, viz. the strong, electromag-
netic and the weak forces. The Georgi-Glashow SU(5) grand unifica-
tion model is an example of this kind. Results from early analysis
indicated that in the presence of long-range non-abelian magnetic
fluxes not all of H may be globally implemented. Similar results
have later been obtained by other authors. The problem has now been
analyzed in greater detail. It has been shown that topological ob-
structions are encountered in the mechanics of a classical test
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particle in the field of such a monopole so that not all of H may
be globally implemented as canonical transformations. Analogous re-
sults have been obtained concerning the definition of H action on
the fields in monopole sectors as well as on the states of a quantum
mechanical test particle in the presence of such monopole fields.
The implication for the SU(5) GUT model is that the non-abelian
monopoles break colour and electroweak symmetries. More recently it
has been found that also Lorentz invariance is broken if long-range
magnetic monopole fields are present. The results suggest, therefore,
that long-range magnetic monopole fields must be confined in order
to restore Lorentz invariance.

Teresa Vallon has continued her studies on the various aspects of
the physics of magnetic monopoles. She has written her thesis which
deals mainly with the theory of point!ike magnetic monopoles. This
thesis was presented in Trieste (Italy) and Teresa Vallon has obtained
the PhD of the International School for Advanced Studies (ISAS-SISSA)
of Trieste. Al Stern and Teresa Vallon are studying vortex solutions
in Grand Unified Theories, specializing on the analysis of the S0(10)
vorbices.

A book on an elementary introduction to fibre bundles and gauge symme
tries has been completed by Al Stern and Bo-Sture Skagerstam together
with A P Balachandran and G Marmo.

The formulation of quantum field theories on a discrete spacetime
lattice has been recognized as an extremely important method for in-
vestigating strong coupling and nonperturbative phenomena. It pro-
vides a manifestly gauge invariant formulation of quantum gauge the-
ories, allows application of Monte Carlo methods and is not restricted
to renormalizable theories, to mention some of its virtues.

Bo-Sture Skagerstam is, in collaboration with C B Lang studying poss-
ible low energy aspects of non-renormalizable quantum field theories
by making use of Monte Carl o methods and Wilsons epsilon expansion.
More specifically they are studying the 5-dimensional pure (SU(2))
Yang-Mills gauge theory. An epsilon expansion around d=4 predicts the
existence of an ultraviolet fix point for a finite value of the bare
coupling. By computer simulations they have found the corresponding
critical point. They observed that a Kaluza-Klein reduced manifold
is preferred. By measuring dimensionless quantities close to the
critical point they have observed that the continuum limit is that
of the adjoint Higgs model in four dimensions without quartic coup-
lings (Prasad-Sommerfield limit). A preliminary conclusion is that
the low-energy sector of the 5-dimensional pure gauge theory corre-
sponds to a renormalizable gauge field theory with adjoint scalars in
four dimensions. At present they have no deeper understanding of this
reduction of dimensions and are studying various physical processes
which may lead to a such spontaneous compactification of space-time
dimensions. They are, however, very much encouraged by the "experi-
mental" Monte Carlo simulations as a tool for investigating non-
renormalizable quantum field theories. They continue with research
along that line.
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John Klauder, Christian Lang, Per Salomonson and Bo-Sture Skagerstam
"Have studied the universality of the quantum limit. It was observecT
that lattice quantum mechanics does not have a unique continuum limit
in the sense that naively irrelevant terms do actually modify the
physics at large scales compared to the lattice scale. This feature
of the lattice regularization was demonstrated by making use of basic
properties of the Wiener measure as well as by performing a Monte
Carlo simulation.. Wilson's renormalization prescription was used in
order to show that symptotically free field theories do not suffer
from this ambiguity, at least not for a restricted class of short dis-
tance modifications of the lattice action.

In collaboration with a group of Italian physicists, Per Salomonson
has investigated the continuum limit of two lattice versions of the
nonlinear sigma model and its supersymmetric extension. The motivation
for studying this type of models comes from the fact that they share
many properties of non-abelian gauge theories, but are much more
accessible to explicit methods.

Qle Trinhammer has studied one plaquette SU(N) gauge theory, described
by Manton's action, by transfer matrix methods, and found a third
order phase transition. Information on existence of phase transitions
ts of relevance when properties in the continuum limit are inferred
from the strong coupling limit. In two dimensions it is known that
Wilson's action has a third order phase transition, but Manton's ac-
tion has no phase transition at all. The most interesting cases are
four dimensions, but here, explicit solutions are not known. The one
plaquette gauge theory constitutes another soluable case, which has
both three-dimensional and one-dimensional properties.

Anders E Johansson, Giorgio Peressutti and Bo-Sture Skagerstam have
continued their study of various aspects of quantum field theory at a
non-zero temperature. They believe that such a study is not only of
theoretical interest but is relevant also in studies of a possible
quark-gluon phase transition as well as in studies of quantum field
theory in the context of cosmology. Bo-Sture Skagerstam has studied
some aspects of finite lattice corrections to the quark-gluon phase
transition as investigated by means of computer simulations. Imposing
the global constraint of having a colour singlet, they observed that
finite corrections are induced which are much larger that perturbative,
finite temperature corrections and which very well agree with Monte
Carlo data.

Anders E Johansson, Giorgio Peressutti , Bo-Sture Skagerstam and
Al Stern have studied perturbative aspects of quantum gravity at
non-zero temperatures. Even though the ultraviolet behaviour of quan-
tum gravity is not very well understood it turns out that thermal
corrections can be studied, since they involve on-shell properties of
the corresponding amplitudes. They have observed that photons and
gravitöns coupled to each other has the consequence that, at finite
temperature, the velocity of liglit is changed. Recently they have
studied possible constraints of such an effect on the cosmic back-
ground radiation. One-loop corrections suggest an effective "graviton
mass" which, from the measured spectrum of the background radiation,



closely corresponds to the radius of the visible universe. On the
theoretical side the actual quantum gravity calculations at finite
temperatures easily become rather involved and they are planning
to use symbolic integration in order to carry out the research pro-
gramme in all its details.

Per Salomonson, Bo-Sture Skagerstam and Al Stern have also studied
the phase structure of spontaneously broken gauge theories at high
temperatures. They have observed that at high temperatures the symme-
try is not necessarily restored contrary to what is usually assumed
to be the case in, say, applications of field theory in the context
of cosmology. At present they are studying the minimal SU(5) model as
a prototype GUT-model. Preliminary calculations indicate that the
parameters in the Higgs potential can be chosen in such a way that
the zero-temperature physics is the conventional one and that there
is no SU(5) phase at high temperatures. Such a scenario does not lead
to a production of primordial magnetic monopoles.

Supersymmetry.
The SU(3) gsuge theory for QCD has shown us that the light particle
spectrum of a theory may be ^ery different from what the fundamental
field variables of the theory naively may lead us to believe. It is
not an easy task to determine what spectrum a fundamental field the-
ory has. In order to test our ideas about the connection between the
two, A D'Adda, A C Davis, P Pi Vecchia and Per Salomonson have cal-
culated the effective low energy action for a solvable model field
theory, the supersymmetric CPn~i-model, which has many features in
common with more realistic strong interaction fourditnensional gauge
theories. Their result both confirms our ideas and points out where
their limit lies.

Since supersymmetry must be broken it is of great interest to study
different mechanisms which could imply a breaking. In particular
Witten has recently clarified the conditions under which supersymme-
try can be dynamically broken by quantum effects. Arne Kihi berg,
Per Salomonson, Bo-Sture Skagerstam and Al Stern have compared dif-
ferent techiques to calculate the Witten index which must be zero if
dynamical breaking shall be possible. This they do in some simplified
quantum mechanical models and the index gets an interpretation in
terms of the flux of an external magnetic field. Extensions towards
non-abelian gauge fields are planned.

Cgmggsite_fie]ds
Ragnheidur Gudmundsdottir, Gunnar Rydne11 and Per Salomonson have
developed a composite field method in a study of a threedimensional
($ 2) 3 theory by 1/N expansion. They have constructed a renormalizable
composite field effective action. One result is an inequality relating
the coupling strength to the cutoff scale which is required for stable
ground state. Besides being of intrinsic field theoretic interest, the
($ 2) 3 theory is relevant for description of the tricritical point ob-
served in liquid helium mixtures and in certain magnets. There the
inequality will (if N is large enough so that it is applicable) put
an upper limit of the logarithmic scaling corrections.
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Coherent_states
Bo-Sture Skagerstam has continued to study various aspects of non-
abelian quasi-coherent states based on the work by Mukunda, Eriksson
and himself (Phys. Rev. D24 (1981) 2615). He has noticed that per-
turbation theory in terms of quasi-coherent states becomes degenerate
in the large N-limit indicating that a large N-expansion in the pres-
ence of non-abelian degrees of freedom must be handled with great
care. He also noticed the existence of a Bose-Einstein condensation
in the space of internal degrees of freedom and in the large N-limit.
In terms of a functional representation of the transition amplitude,
using quasi-coherent states as complete basis, the effective action
describes dynamics on a Kahler manifold. He will continue to study
the canonical quantization of such a dynamical system. Together with
J R Klauder (BELL LABS.) he is working on a book on coherent states
with applications in physics and mathematical physics.

4 Published papers

S Hwang, Properties of the anti-BRS symmetry in a general framework,
Nucl. Phys. (in press)

A P Balachandran, G Marino, N Mukunda, J S Nilsson, E C G Sudarshan
and F Zaccaria, Monopole topology and the problem of color,
Phys. Rev. Letters 50 (1983) 1553

A P Balachandran, 6 Marmo, B-S Skagerstam and A Stern, Gauge symme-
tries and fibre bundles - applications to particle dynamics,
Lecture Notes in Physics 188 (Springer Verlag, Berlin, 1983)

B-S Skagerstam, A note on the Pöincaré gauge,
Am. J. Phys. (in press)

B-S Skagerstam, On finite lattice corrections to gauge field thermo-
dynamics,
Phys. Letters B (in press)

B-S Skagerstam, Elementary particle physics and the early universe,
Proceedings from a conference on physics and astrophysics in Sweden,
Stockholm, 1982, Ed. B Gustavsson (Uppsala, 1983)

P Pi Vecchia, R Musto, F Nicodemi, R Pettorino, P Rossi and
P Salomonson, Explicit evaluation of physical quantities and super-
symmetry properties of lattice 0(N) sigma models at large N,
Phys. Letters J2ZB (1983) 109

0 Trinhammer, Infinite N phase transition in one plaquette (2 + 1)-
dimensional models of lattice gauge theory with Manton's. action,
Phys. Letters J29B (1983) 234

A D'Adda, A C Davis, P Pi Vecchia and P Salomonson, An effective
action for the supersymmetric CP""1 model,
Nucl. Phys. B222 (1983) 45

B-S Skagerstam, Quasi-coherent states for unitary groups,
J. Math 7 Phys. (in press)
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B-S Skagerstam, On the large N-limit of the SU(N) colour singlet
quark-gluon partition function,
Z. Physik C (in press)

5 Institute reports

0 Trinhammer, Band structure approach to ground state energy in
lattice gauge theory (83-15)

B-S Skagerstam and ft E I Johansson, Finite temperature corrections
induced by quantum gravity (83-70)

R Gudmundsdottir, G Rydnell and P Salomonson, Composite field for-
malism and instability in ($z)3-theory (83-66)

6 Other reports

A P Balachandran, G Marmo, N Mukunda, J S Nilsson and F Zaccaria,
Nonabelian monopoles break color: I. Classical mechanics,
Syracuse university preprint SU-4217-254

A P Balachandran, G Marmo, N Mukunda, J S Nilsson and F Zaccaria,
Nonabelian monopoles break color: II. Field theory and quantum .
mechanics,
Syracuse university preprint SU-4222-268

A P Balachandran, G Marmo, N Mukunda, J S Nilsson and E C G Sudarshan,
Magnetic monopoles break Lorentz invariance,
Syracuse university preprint

M T Vallon, Field theories of pointlike magnetic monopoles (thesis)
ISAS, Trieste preprint (1983)

A Stern, S0(10) vortices, zero modes and family cloning,
Univ. of Texas, preprint DOE-ER-03992-536 (1983)

J K Klauder, C B Lang, P Salomonson and B-S Skagerstarn, Universality
of the continuum limit of lattice quantum theories ,
CERN preprint, TH 3726-CERN, 1983

3.5.3 Relativistic quantum strings

1 Project members

S Hwang
L Johansson
A Kihiberg
R Marnelius

2 Outside support

NFR F-UR 7310-113
NFR F-UR 7310-116
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3 Project description

It is a rather generally held view that the concept of a relativistic
string should play an important role in particle physics, particularly
in strong interaction as represented by QCD. The quantum string has
however been plagued by several unphysical properties like tachyon
states and Lorentz invariance only in a particular critical space-
time dimension different from four (26 and 10). However, Polyakov has
made the important observation that there is a conformal anomaly
which has to be taken into account in the quantization procedure
below the critical dimension. Effectively this means that we have to
add an extra degree of freedom at each point along the string in four
dimensions. These degrees are represented by a variable that sat-
isfies Liouville's equation, which is exactly solvable at the clas-
sical level. It is also expected to be exactly solvable at the quan-
tum level. However, there remain many problems to solve before one
will be able to perform the exact quantization, which is the primary
goal. The group has made the following recent contributions to the
solutions of these problems: Robert Marnelius has cast the conformal
anomaly into a canonical form. In this way he obtained a precise
interpretation of Polyakov's string theory. The semiclassical quan-
tization of Liouville's equation led to the result that the tachyon
state remains in any dimensions. However, nothing prohibits the
exact quantization to remove it. Arne Kihlberg has performed a com-
plete canonical decomposition of the Liouville variable into oscil-
lator modes for the case of nonsingular solutions satisfying periodic
boundary conditions. Robert Marnelius has derived boundary conditions
for the Liouyille theory from general considerations of classical
string theories. Robert Marnelius has also cast Polyakov's spinning
string theory into a canonical form. This then involved the super-
symmetric LiouvilTe theory. Appropriate boundary conditions were de-
rived and a semiclassical quantization was performed. The results
corresponded exactly to those for the ordinary string. Stephen Hwang
has performed a covariant quantization of Polyakov's string theory
using a BRS-invariant formulation and taking into account the appro-
priate boundary conditions in connection with open strings. Unitarity
was proved by relating the theory to the old covariant quantization
of the dual models. The results were in agreement with the results
of the canonical quantization. Lars Johansson, Arne Kihi berg and
Robert Marnelius have explicitly solved the classical Liouville equa-
tion with all the allowed boundary conditions. In particular they
have determined all solutions with finite stable minimum energies
for which a semiclassical quantization may be performed. Their analy-
sis also includes singular solutions with soliton-like singularities,
which may not be discarded a priori. The structure of the Liouville
theory turned out to be unexpectedly complex! They have also analysed
the discovered sectors of solutions from a canonical point of view
and have succeeded in finding oscillator decompositions in some of
them. The knowledge of these classical properties is necessary in
order to be able to perform an exact quantization.
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4 Published papers

R Marnelius, Canonical quantization of Polyakov's string in arbitrary
dimensions,
Nucl. Phys. B2VI_ (1983) 14

R Marnelius, Liouville equation with boundary conditions derived from
classical strings,
Phys. Lett. J23B (1983) 237

R Marnelius, Polyakov's spinning string from a canonical point of view*
Nucl. Phys. B221 (1983) 409

A Kihiberg, Constants of motion for the Liouville field theory,
Phys. RevT D27 (1983) 2542

S Hwang, Covariant quantization of the string in dimensions D*26
using a BRS-formulation,
Phys. Rev. D28 (1983) 2614

5 Institute reports

L Johansson, A Kihlberg and R Marnelius, Sectors of solutions and
minimal energies in classical Liouville theories for strings (83-8)

3.5.4 Quantum chromo dynamics and hadron phenomenology

1 Project member

T H Hansson

2 Outside support

NFR F-PD 4728-100
DOE (US dept of energy) DE-AC02-76ER0 3069
CERN

3 Project description

In spite of the accumulated evidence for quantum chromo dynamics (QCD)
being a correct theory of the strong interaction, it has not yet pro-
vided any precise prescription for calculating low energy hadron para-
meters like masses, magnet moments, decay rates etc. The reason for
the difficulties is that the infrared properties of QCO invalidates
all usual perturbative methods for energy-scales-few GeV, which is
the typical mass and (inverse) size of a hadron. To bridge the gap
between theory and experiment, several phenomenological models based
on QCD have been constructed. A particularly successful one has been
the MIT bag model, where the quarks and gluons are assumed to inter-
act perturbatively only inside a finite region of space called the
"Bag", while the nonperturbative aspects are effectively described
by an external pressure on the bag.

During the last couple of years, Hans Hansson together with several
colleagues has investigated various problems related to the bag
model description of hadrons.
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Together with Robert Jaffe (MIT), Hans Hansson has developed general
methods for computing QCD loop diagrams in spherical cavities. An
important technical tool in their analysis of ultra-violet diver-
gences and renormalization is the co-called multiple reflection ex-
pansion. In a separate paper, they derived such expansion for spinor
and covariant vector fields. In collaboration with Steve Goldhaber
(MIT), they used their methods to compute numerically the self-energy
of a massless quark in a spherical cavity. This quantity is of much
interest in bag model phenomenology, and they are at present general-
izing this result to massive quarks and various excited states.

Although the loop diagrams are the greatest challenge in cavity per-
turbation theory, the tree diagrams are also rather complicated.
Together with Carl Carlson (Williamsburg). and Carsten Peterson
(Lund) Hans Hansson calculated the full tree-level colour interaction
of low-lying glueballs. Based on this paper they gave an improved bag
model description of glueballs, as well as ordinary mesons and baryons.
Mesons (qq) and baryons (qqq) have only quarks, and glueballs (ggg)
only gluons as valence particles. From QCD, one expects several types
of hybrid particles, like qqg, qqqg, etc. Together with Carl Carlson,
Hans Hansson has studied some particularly interesting states, gh (usdg)
which might be identified with observed A resonances.

Recently Hans Hansson has tried to make connections between the bag
model and the QCD sum rule approach to hadron spectroscopy. He is
also in collaboration with Ismael Zahed, NOKDITA, extending his earlier
work on the QCD vacuum to include the effects of light quarks.

4 Published papers

C E Carlson, T H Hansson and C Peterson, Gluon-gluon interactions in
the bag model,
Phys. Rev. D27 (1983) 2167
C E Carlson, T H Hansson and C Peterson, Meson, baryon and glueball
masses in the MIT bag model,
Phys. Rev. D27 (1983) 1556

T H Hansson and R L Jaffe, Cavity quantum chromodynamics,
Phys. Rev. D28 (1983) 882

T H Hansson and R L Jaffe, The multiple reflection expansion for con-
fined scalar, Dirac and gauge fields,
Annals of Physics J^j_ (1983) 204"

C E Carlson and T H Hansson, Are there baryons with constituent glue?
Phys. Lett. 128B (1983) 95

S Goldhaber, T H Hansson and R L Jaffe, The self-energy of a confined
quark,
Phys. Lett. 131B (1983) 445

- 38 -
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3.5.5 Reality, locality and determinism

1 Project members

S Wei in
C Åberg
M Ogren

2 Outside support

HSFR F 22/82
HSFR F 103/83

3 Project description

Despite the fact that quantum mechanics has existed for almost sixty
years, and that modern theories based on it have really outstanding
predictive power, there is still no completely satisfactory inter-
pretation of it. However, several attempts have been made, e.g. al-
ready in 1926 de Broglie tried to save reality by regarding the
wavefunction as a pilotwave for the real particles. In 1964 J S Bell
derived a remarkably simple inequality which shows that no local real-
istic theory can be compatible with quantum mechanics. This is a
severe restriction which has led some people to think that quantum
mechanics has to be modified. Others have accepted superluminal con-
nections or even action backwards in time, to "resolve" the dilemma.
Bell's inequality can be generalized and one can show that the
necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a local,
realistic, deterministic theory can be expressed as a set of such
inequalities. Mats Ogren has performed calculations to reveal the
mathematical content of Bell's inequalities. Stellan Wei in and
Claes Åberg are concerned with the precise meaning of locality and
determinism, and the epistemological significance of the inequalities.
Bell's theorem was originally derived for systems of two particles.
Claes Åberg has investigated the possibility of obtaining a Bell-type
argument for a single particle system.

4 Published papers

C Åberg, Full ständighet om lokalitet hos fysikaliska teorier,
in: S Welin (ed), Att förstå världen - vetenskapsteoretiska essäer,
Doxa förlag (in press)

C Åberg, Om realism och operational ism i naturbeskrivningen,
in: Språk, kunskap, medvetande (Dept of Philosophy, Göteborg, in press)
M Ogren, Some evaluations of Bell's inequalities for particles with
arbitrary spin,
Phys. Rev. J)27 (1983) 1766

5 Institute reports

S Welin, Refuting the irrefutable. Some remarks on locality,
determinism and hidden variables (83-3)
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C Åberg, On superiuminal communication. A note on Nick Herbert's
"FLASH detection process" (83-1)

C Åberg, A Bell-type argument for the double-slit experiment (83-5)

6 Other reports

S Wei in. Ett metafysiskt experiment?
in: Sagt och menat, Philosophical communications, red series, No 23
(Dept of Philosophy, Göteborg)
C Åberg, Iakttagarens roll i den fysikaliska mätprocessen,
in: Sagt och menat, Philosophical communications, red series, No 23,
Göteborg 1983, pp 278-298

C Åberg, On holism, entanglement and action-at-a-distance.
Contribution to: An Inventory of Present Thinking about Parts and
Wholes, Documents for an International Workshop Arranged by the
Committee for Future Oriented Research in Collaboration with Lund
University, June 1-3, 1983.
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4 CONDENSED MATTER PHYSICS

1 Presentation of the physics of condensed matter
2 The main activities of the group
3 Personnel and other data
4 Outside support
5 Research projects

4.1 PRESENTATION OF THE PHYSICS OF CONDENSED MATTER

The physics of condensed matter is highly diversified, pragmatic and ec-
lectic in its theory. The rapid growth in experimental skill and tech-
nique gives rise to an ever increasing wealth of experimental results
to be explained, and on the other hand new theoretical ideas and results
often open new areas of experimental research. The pragmatism of solid
state theory is emphasized by its >iery close connection with experiments.
In modern solid state physics theory and experiments go hand in hand and
are both expected to give quantitatively accurate results. The history
of the theory shows that it has not progressed simply by the replace-
ment of one basic technique by a more powerful one. Many ideas, many
methods and many problems are still of interest although they were for-
mulated many years ago. The subject as a whole is not oriented towards
the discovery of some key idea that will make it all plain; it expands
and develops on many fronts simultaneously, now by one path now by another.

The fundamental laws of non-relativistic physics are known, but this fact
is of only little help because of the enormous number of degrees of free-
dom, typically of order 1023. This means that we simply cannot solve the
equations and if we could, what should we do with the full solution? Since
exact solutions are out of question we have to look for good approximate
solutions, which give as good physical insight into the problems as possible.
The theory works to find useful concepts and methods, to formulate good
approximate theoretical models, and to apply such models to a given problem.
Work in this field spans an enormous area from work concerned with the
nature of complex phenomena in statistical mechanics to numerical calcu-
lations of a well established model that may be useful in interpreting a
specific experiment. Irrespective of the level of sophistication in the
individual work the goal is almost the same: to get a better understanding
of the physics going on.

Another reason why physics of condensed matter today can be characterized
as the most extensive branch of physics research is of course its great
importance for technical applications. Fields of applications of high ac-
tuality are materials design, solid state devices, lasers, superconductiv-
ity techniques and surface phenomena, such as in heterogeneous catalysis,
oxidation and corrosion of materials, and hydrogen storage.

4.2 . THE MAIN ACTIVITIES OF THE GROUP

Correlation effects in quantum and classical liquids and in ferromagnets
Electronic structure and spectroscopies of atoms, solids and surfaces
Processes at surfaces
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4.3 PERSONNEL AND OTHER DATA

The abbreviations
are explained on
page 70
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4.4

4.5

OUTSIDE SUPPORT

SOURCES OF SUPPORT
CONTRACT NO

NFR F-UR 7276-103
NFR F-FU 7276-105
NFR F-GF 7276-106
NFR F-FU 7276-107
NFR F-FU 2241-107
NFR F-FU 2241-110
NFR F-FU 2241-113
NFR F-FU 2241-106
NFR F-GF 2241-105
NFR F-FU 2241-108
NFR F-FU 2241-109
NFR F-FU 2241-112
NFR S-FO 3241-101
NFR S-FO 3241-102
NFR E-EG 3106-111
NFR E-EG 3106-113
NFR E-EG 3106-120
NFR E-EG 3106-116
NFR E-EG 3106-119
NFR E-EG 3106-123

YEAR

80/81
81/82
83/84
83/84
81/82
82/83
83/84
81/82
81/82
81/82
82/83
83/84
82/83
83/84
81/82
82/83
83/84
82/83
83/84
84/85

STU-contract - administrated by

PRINCIPAL
INVESTIGATOR

A Sjölander
A Sjölander
A Sjölander
A Sjölander
S Lundqvist
S Lundqvist
S Lundqvist
S Lundqvist
S Lundqvist
S Lundqvist
S Lundqvist
S Lundqvist
G Wendin
G Wendin
B Lundqvist
8 Lundqvist
B Lundqvist
B Lundqvist
B Lundqvist
B Lundqvist

Physics Department

AMOUNT OF
SUPPORT (SCrs)

117.700
128.500
50.000
145.000
251.100
286.600
307.900
20.000
12.000
108.500
110.000
117.600
35.000

209.400
400.000*
400.000*
438.400*
30.000
70.000
40.000

*) Joint contract with Surface Physics Group at the Physics Department

RESEARCH PROJECTS

Statistical physics:

1 Electron correlation effects in metals
Dynamics of spin glass
Dynamics of liquids and amorphus solids
Motion of atoms adsorbed on surfaces

Physics of atoms, molecules, solids and surfaces:

2 Electronic properties of solids and surface

3 High-energy spectroscopy of atoms, solids and adsorbed species

Surface physics and chemistry:

4 Chemisorption, surface reactions, and other dynamical surface processes

STATISTICAL PHYSICS

The present activities concentrate on investigating dynamics of systems
where strong correlation effects and non-linear phenomena dominate.
This includes studies of spin glass, supercooled liquids and amorphous
solids, surface physics, and quantum liquids. Professor Wolfgang Götze
joined the group in October and will stay until the end of March next
year, while being on sabbatical leave from his own university.
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4.5.1 Dynamics of strongly correlated systems

1 Project members

U Bengtzelius
W Götze
G Niklasson
A Sjölander
G Wahnström

2 Outside support

NFR 7276-103
NFR 7276-105
NFR 7276-106
NFR 7276-107
NORDITA

3 Project descriptions

Dynamics of supercooled liquids and amorphous solids
(feengtzelius, Götze, SjolanderJ":

A study of strongly supercooled liquids and the transition to the glassy
state has continued, based on a non-linear mode coupling theory for the
fluctuations in the medium. Extensive numerical calculations have been
carried out for an idealized system of hard spheres, for which a glass
transition point was found for a certain critical packing fraction in
close agreement with available computer simulation data. It is found
that close to the transition point very slow relaxation phenomena develop,
which are directly connected with the non-linearity in the equations of
motion and the broken ergodicity at the transition point. A new kind of
low frequency critical behaviour seems to develop, unfamiliar from other
kinds of phase transitions. Work is in progress to clarify in detail the
critical dynamics for such a system.

Dynamics of atoms adsorbed on solid surfacesQy
(wahnström, Sjölander)

The diffusive motion of atoms adsorbed on a solid surface is studied,
based on a generalization of the Focker-Planck equation. Here enters a
certain memory function, which contains the various dynamical modes of
the substrate and which takes into account the exchange of energy and
momenta between the ad-atom and the substrate. Extensive numerical cal-
culations are carried out and the results will be used to evaluate the
validity of earlier simplified treatments of the same problem. It has
been found that a strongly spatial dependence of the friction coefficient
enters and this may have a particular significance for adsorption and
desorption processes of atoms,
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Dynamics of spin glasses
(Götze, Sjögren)

The dynamics of spin glasses has been studied based on a mode coupling
theory. These systems are dominated by strong non-linear effects. In
the simplest case this reduces to a quadratic equation for the spin
diffusion constant. The solution yields a scaling function close to a
transition temperature with a z''2 frequency dependence at the transi-
tion. The resulting spin-spin correlation function decays at t~''z above
the transition and goes to a constant below the transition.

In the more general case the non-linear equation contains also cubic
terms in a non-trivial way. Depending on various coupling constants we
find either a continous or a discontinous transition with respect to
a certain stiffness constant. The complete dynamics of these cases has
not been worked out in detail but it seems that we obtain a ln(t) de-
pendence as is also found experimentally.

Dynamics of many-particle systems
(Sjögren)

An investigation of the coupling between static and dynamic correlations
in a many-particle system has continued. This question is of particular
interest near the critical point where mode-coupling theories and the
dynamic renormalization group differ in their treatment of the static
correlations, which in turn influences the dynamic correlations. We work
with a general field theory formulation due to Keldysh using the func-
tional derivative approach of Martin and Schwinger. We express the re-
tarded response function in terms of a screened response function and an
effective vertex function. The zero frequency limit of the latter gives
the static response function and also in general the free energy. Our
attempt so far has been to obtain a closed set of equations for these
dynamical functions. Some progress has been made, but additional work is
needed to obtain more explicit results.

Dynamical correlations in quantum fluids
(Niklasson)

The dynamics of quantum fluids is studied with particular emphasis on the
coupling between single-particle excitations and density fluctuations.
We have previously shown how the momentum dependence of the quasi-particle
life-time in the electron gas leads to a "two-peak structure" in the den-
sity-density correlation function. Now we extend the investigation to
take into account the full frequency and momentum dependence of the single-
particle self-energy. Our aim is to construct a model such that both the
self-energy and the density-density correlation function can be calculated
simultaneously in a self-consistent manner. At present we concentrate on
a numerical study of the self-energy, based on a "mode-coupling" approach
which goes beyond low order perturbation theories. Our most immediate goal
is to clarify how sensitive the one-particle properties are to various
details of the density correlations and the interaction potential.

4 Published papers

G Niklasson, A Sjölander and F Yoshida, The dynamical structure factor
in the electron liquid,

, J. Phys. Soc. Japan 52, 2140 (1983)
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SOLID STATE PHYSICS

The main work of the group has been concerned with the electronic prop-
erties of solids, solid interfaces, surfaces and small metallic par-
tides, with transport porperties of two-dimensional systems and with
high-energy spectra of atoms, molecules, solids and surfaces*.

The group has been considerably reinforced during the year with the
return of Göran Mendin and Peter Apell, Göran Wenjin has returned from
a two year stay as a visiting professor at the LURE synchrotron labora-
tory in Orsay, France. Starting in May he is now having a research posi-
tion with the Swedish National Science Research Foundation (NFR).
Peter Apell has spent a year in E Burstein's group at the University of
Pennsylvania. Masahide Ohno has been visiting us this year. We are
furthermore delighted to welcome three new- graduate students: Lars Jönsson,
Jan Håkansson and Gunnar Russberg.

We continue to enjoy fruitful cooperation with leading foreign scientists
and research centers. During the year Stig Lundqvist spent five months
at the Institute for Theoretical Physics at Santa Barbara, California
and one month at University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia. He was joined
in Santa Barbara for one month by Åke Ljungbert. Mats Jonson visited the
National Bureau of Standards, Washington DC, for a three weeks' period. We
have enjoyed a number of visits by scientists from other institutions.
Many of these visits are part of regular contacts and collaborations. To
mention a few S M Giryin was here for two stimulating weeks, W Ekardt
and B N J Persson each spent one week with us. Thomas Jar1borg , Geneve,
gave an extended seminar series on computational physics during his stay.
Other visits were made by B Hubermann, KSchönhammer, W Gadzuk, E Burstein,
G Grimvall, S Fr0yen, 0 H Nielsen and D Mermin.

The value of the stimulus for the group from these long- and short-term
visitors cannot be overestimated. By the same token it is very valuable
for the group that its members have opportunity to spend time at leading
institutions abroad. We also very much appreciate the close cooperation
with several experimental physicists at Chalmers, in particular the
groups of Stig Andersson, Bengt Kasemo, Torwald Andersson, Tord Claeson,
Per-Olof Nilsson and Torbjörn Lagerwall, as well as an extensive coop-
eration with experimental groups abroad, notably the synchrotron radi-
ation laboratories LURE at Orsay and DESY at Hamburg.

Members of the group have obtained several invitations to speak at inter-"
national conferences during the year.

4.5.2 Electronic properties of solids, surfaces and interfaces

1 Project members

P Apell
T Carlsson
J Håkansson
M Jonson
A Ljungbert
B Lundqvist
S Lundqvist
G Russberg
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2 Outside support

NFR F-UR 2241-100
NFR F 2241-101
NFR F 2241-102
NFR F-6F 2241-105

3 Project description

Peter Apell together with David Penn at NBS have studied the non-local
optical properties of small metallic particles. The far-infrared ab-
sorption and photoyield of particles in the range 10-100 A have been
studied by Lars Jönsson and Åke Ljungbert together with Peter Apell.

Bo Persson and Peter Apell have developed some rules for the optical
surface response function. Claes Holmberg and Peter Apell have studi
the effect of bound electrons on the surface response.

Peter Ape11 has also studied non-linear optical effects such as second
harmonic generation and overtones from adsorbates as well as their
Raman scattering power. Another non-linear effect is the capacitance
of a jellium surface which has been studied by Stefan Holmström and
Peter Apell. Claes Holmberg and Peter Apel! are studying the response
of atoms in spatially varying fields, in the context of van der Waals
interaction in atom-surface scattering.

Tomas Carlsson is working on problems of liquid crystals in close
cooperation with the experimental group in the physics department.
The work has mainly been concerned with three problems. Theoretical
investigations of the shear flow of nematic liquid crystals with and
without applied electric fields have been continued. A study of the
possibility of finding chaotic behaviour in nematics with a positive
alpha-3 has recently been initiated. Theoretical studies of the hydro-
dynamic properties of the nematic-discotic phase of certain liquid
crystals formed by discus shaped molecules have been continued. The
investigation of the elastic properties of the smectic C phase has
also been continued. These studies bear on the possibility of using
these materials as displays with much shorter switch times than those
of current liquid crystal displays.

Mats Jonson has mostly been working on problems related to transport
properties of two-dimensional systems. A fruitful cooperation with
S M Girvin of the NBS, Washington, is continuing. A theory for the
thermoelectric power of two-dimensional electron systems has been
developed further in response to experimental results for GaAs/GaAlAs
and GalnAs/InP hetero-junctions as well as for Silicon inversion
layers that are beginning to appear.

A project aimed at understanding the nature of electron-electron
interactions in pure two-dimensional systems and hence the so called
anomalous quantum Hall effect has been pursued. The interacting ground
state has been studied by means of a variational ansatz wave-function
and by a numerical Monte Carlo technique.
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In a new project just started Mats Jonson together with Jan Håkansson
and Gunnar Russberg are studying non-linear effects, and noise (chaos)
in Josephson junctions. This work is performed in close collaboration
with the low-temperature group.

Ake Ljungbert has continued his studies of optical properties of small
metal particles and the influence of non-linear effects and a realis-
tic description of the surface region.

Stig Lundqvist and E Burstein have been working on the theory of
Raman scattering and luminescence at metal surfaces. During his stay
in Santa Barbara he was working with J R Schriffer on the problem
how to obtain direct information about binding properties from an
analysis of spectroscopic data.

Stig Lundqvist and Peter Apeil prepared an overview paper on non-local
electromagnetic effects at metal surfaces for a conference on Ellip-
sometry in Paris» June 1983. This work is now being extended in col-
laboration with Ake Ljungbert into a more extensive review of the
field.

4 Published papers

P Apell and D R Penn, Optical properties of small metal spheres:
Surface effects,
Phys. Rev. Lett. 50, 1316 (1983)

D R Penn and PApell, Anomalous electron energy loss in small spheres,
J. Phys. C16, 5729 (1983)

B N J Persson and P Apell, Sum rules for surface response functions
with application to the van der Waals interaction between an atom and
a metal,
Phys. Rev. B27, 6058 (1983)

P Apell, Non-local aspects of second harmonic generation at a metal
surface,
Physica Scripta 27, 211 (1983)

P Apell, Vibrational damping of adsorbed molecules: effects of a
realistic metal surface,
Solid State Commun. 47, 615 (1983)

P Apell, Effects of non-locality and surface diffuseness on the
electromagnetic response of a vacuum metal interface,
Solid State Commun. 47, 619 (1983)

E Burstein, A Brotman and P Apell, The valence electron excitations
and the optical properties of adsorbed atoms and molecules on metal
surfaces,
J. de Physique (in press)

P Apel 1, Raman scattering and second harmonic generation from
adsorbates; a simplified approach,
Physica Scripta (in press)
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P Apell, Non-local effects in the far-infrared absorption of small
metal particles,
Physica Scripts (in press)

T Carlsson and I Dahl, Dependence of the tilt angle on external forces
for smectic-C and Chiral smectlc-C liquid crystals - Measurement of
the heat capacity of DOBAMBC,
Mol. Cryst. Liq. Cryst. 95, 373 (1983)

T Carlsson, Remarks on the flow alignment of disc like nematics,
J. Physique 44, 909 (1983)

T Carlsson, Theoretical investigations of the shear flow of nematic
liquid crystals with the Leslie viscosity a3 > 0 : Hydrodynamic
analogue of first order phase transitions,
Mol. Cryst. Liq. Cryst. (in press)

S M Girvin and M Jonson, Anomalous quantum Hall effect,
Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 28, 3, 365 (1983)

M Jonson and S M Girvin, The thermoelectric effect in a weakly dis-
ordered inversion layer subject to a quntizing magnetic field,
Phys. Rev. B (in press)

S Lundqvist, Collective phenomena in non-uniform systems, NATO
Advanced Study Institute on "Electron correlations in Solids,
Molecules and Atoms", July 1981;
Eds. J T Devrese and F Brosens, Plenum Press 1983

S Lundqvist, Density oscillations in non-uniform systems,
in "Theory of the inhomogeneous electron gas",
Eds. S Lundqvist and N H March, Plenum Press 1983

S Lundqvist and P Apell, Non-local electromagnetic effects at metal
surfaces,
J. de Physique (in press)

5 Institute reports

P Apell and D R Penn, Optical properties of small metal spheres:
Surface effects (83-42)

D R Penn and P Apell, Anomalous electron energy loss in small spheres
(83-43)

B N J Persson and P Apell, Sum rules for surface response functions
with application to the van der Waals interaction between an atom and
a metal (83-44)
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P Apell, Non-local aspects of second harmonic generation at z metal
surface (83^-45)

P Apeil, Vibrational damping of adsorbed molecules: effects of a
realistic metal surface (83-46)

P Apell, Effects of non-locality and surface diffuseness on the
electromagnetic response of a vacuum metal interface (83-47)

E Burstein, A Brotman and P Apell, The valence electron excitations
and the optical properties of adsorbed atoms and molecules on metal
surfaces (83-48)

P Ape!1, Raman scattering and second harmonic generation from
adsorbates; a simplified approach (83-50)

P Apell, Non-local effects in the far-infrared absorption of small
metal particles (83-51)

P Apeil and C Holmberg, The role of bound electrons in the non-local .
surface response of metals (83-53)

P Apell and C Holmberg, Multipole contributions to atom-surface scat-
tering potential (83-54)

P Ape!1, Raman scattering from atomic adsorbates on metal surfaces;
some elementary considerations (83-59)

P Apell, A Ljungbert and S Lundqvist, Electromagnetic surface response
(83-62)

M Jonson and S M Girvin, The thermoelectric effect in a weakly dis-
ordered inversion layer subject to a quantizing magnetic field (83-32)

4.5.3 High energy excitations and inner-shell spectra of atoms, molecules,
solids and adsorbed species

1 Project members

L Jönsson
A Ljungbert
S Lundqvist
M Ohno
G Wendin

2 Outside support

NFR F 2241-109
NFR F 2241-112
NFR S-FO 3241-101
NFR S-FO 3241-102
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3 Project description

Göran Wendin has continued and extended his work on the dymanics of
excitation/deexcitation processes in electronic systems involving
both electron and photon impact and emission. Experimental research
using synchrotron radiation is still increasing in intensity and one
is getting more and more direct insight into the complicated dynamics
of many atomic, molecular and solid systems. The project of applying
local-density based mean-field theory (LDRPA) to excitations of atoms
and metals has been very successful in describing photoionization
cross sections of e.g. Ca, La, Th and U both in the regions of col-
lective resonances and in the deep-core regions with white-lines at
the absorption thresholds.

Göran Wendin has been involved in a number of collaborations with
theorists and experimentalists. On the theoretical side, he has worked
with A F Starace, Lincoln, Nebraska, on descriptions of the 5s-photo-
ionization cross section of Xe in terms of relaxation, correlation
and relativist!"c effects. Together with Z Crljen, Zagreb, he has con-
tinued the work on formulations of response theory in terms of effec-
tive potentials and wave functions. Together with M Ohno he is working
on many-body problems in X-ray and Auger electron emission.

On the experimental side, Wendin has continued his collaboration with
F Wuilleumier and his group at the synchrotron laboratory LURE, Orsay,
on the interpretation of resonance and off-resonance photoemission
('ata for Ca and Ba vapour. The experimental results show a multitude
of many-electron effects like resonant satellites and Auger peaks,
post-collision interaction, shake-up and shake-down, multiple excita-
tions etc. The Ba vapour work also includes photoionization of excited
levels using crossed beams of synchrotron and laser light. Together
with M Y Adam, LURE Wendin has studied many-electron effects in
photoelectron spectra of Ar and Xe excited with synchrotron light,
in particular multiple excitations and resonant satellites. In col-
laboration with I Nenner and coworkers at LURE, Wendin has continued
working on the interpretation of the photoelectron spectra of N2 mol-
ecules. He has collaborated with 0 Barth and coworkers at DESY,
Hamburg, on the interpretation of resonance effects in photoelectron
spectra of metallic Ca, and with N Del Grande, Lawrence Livermore
Laboratory, on the interpretation of the photoabsorption spectrum of
metallic U in the 100-600 eV range.

G Wendin is also starting up research in the field of photoemission
using lasers, in particular extremely powerful lasers, and he has
good connections with the experimental group of G Mainfray at Saclay.

Finally, G Wendin has returned to the problem of electron impact
excitation of 4f-metals including Ba and La, in particular resonance
effects in bremsstrahlung isochromat spectra (BIS).

Masahide Ohno has studied dynamical relaxation and decay processes
of core holes created in atoms and solids by electron or photon impact
with emphasis on effects of localization of the final state holes in
solids. The lifetimes of L and M hole levels of about 30 elements
ranging from Ar(Z=18) to Xe(Z=54) have been calculated by diagrammatic
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many-body theory. The results are in excellent agreement with recent
XPS data and represent a dramatic improvement over previous calcu-
lations.

In collaboration with the experimental group of G Graeffe in Tampere,
M Ohno has studied the importance of L-LM decay processes in XPS, AES
and XES spectra of solids. M Ohnc Is also investigating interference
effects in the main line and satellite intensities of XES spectra
from atoms and solids due to dynamic screening of the radiating field.
This work is being done in collaboration with G Wendin.

M Ohno has begun an investigation of effects of spin polarization in
electron scattering. Recent experimental development in the field of
spin-polarized AES and EELS from solids provides new information on
the local magnetization of ferromagnetic materials. A theoretical
formulation of EELS from 3d transition metals is now in progress.

Åke Ljungbert is developing a new theoretical formulation of the
theory for collective density oscillations in non-uniform systems
such as atoms and small metal spheres. The aim is to give a formula-
tion where one expands the parameters, which give the shift and width
of the collective mode, rather than expanding e.g. the polarizability.

Stig Lundqvist and J R Schrieffer have been working on the problem
how spectroscopic data can be used to obtain information about the
binding energy. The knowledge of the hole spectral function from photo-
electron spectra and in addition to Auger interaction parameters is
in principle sufficient to obtain the total energy.

4 Published papers

G Wendin, Application of the many-body problem to atomic physics,
Les Houches Summer School on "New trends in atomic physics",
28 June - 29 July, 1982, invited lectures, North-Holland (in press)

G Wendin, Relaxation effects in inner-shell photoemission and
absorption, EXAFS and Near Edge Structure,
Chem. Phys. 27, 29, eds. A Bianconi, L Incoccia and S Stipcich,
Springer VerTäg, Berlin 1983

G Wendin and A F Starace, Ionic configuration interaction effects
on 5s-subshell photoionization processes,
Phys. Rev. A 28, 3143 (1983)

J M Bizau, B Carré, P Dhez, D Ederer, P Gérard, J C Keller, P Koch,
J L Legout, J L Piqué, G Wendin and F Wuilleumier, Inner-shell
ionization in laser excited atoms using synchrotron radiation,
15th EGAS Conference, Madrid, Spain, 5-8 July, 1983, contributed
paper

M Ohno and W Domke, Theory of resonance and threshold effects in the
electronic excitation of molecules by electron impact,
Phys. Rev. A (in press)
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M Ohno, Theoretical studies of the 3s and 3p linewidths of the
elements Kr to Xe,
Phys. Rev. B (in press)

P Putila-Mäntyla', M Ohno and G Graeffe, Relaxation energy shift in
L X-ray emission spectra of the elements Nb(z=41) to Sb(z=51),
J. Phys. B JI6, 3503 (1983)

M Ohno, Theoretical studies of solid state L-LM Coster-Kronig and
LM-MMM Satellite energies,
J. Phys. C (in press)

M Ohno, Many-body calculations of Li XPS spectra of Ar to Kr,
J. Phys. B (in press)

P Putila-Mcintyla, M Ohno and G Graeffe, L X-ray linewidths of the
elements Nb to Sb I,
J. Phys. B (in press)

5 Published papers

M Ohno, Theoretical studies of the 3s and 3p linewidths of the
elements Kr to Xe (83-33)

P Putila-Käntyla', M Ohno and G Graeffe, Relaxation energy shift in
L X-ray emission spectra of the elements Nb(z=41) to Sb(z=51) (83-34)

M Ohno, Theoretical studies of solid state L-LM Coster-Kronig and
LM-MMM satellite energies (83-35)

M Ohno, Many-body calculations of lx XPS spectra of Ar to Kr (83-36)

P Putiia-Mäntyla', M Ohno and G Graeffe, L X-ray linewidths of the
elements Nb to Sb I (83-37)

M Ohno, P Putila-Mäntylä and G Graeffe, L X-ray linewidths of the
elements Nb to Sb II (83-60)

M Ohno, Dynamical relaxation shift of mid-to high-z elements (83-56)

S Lundqvist and J R Schrieffer, The relation between bonding and
spectroscopy (83-69)

G Mendin, Photoionization of metallic lanthanum, thorium and uranium
in a local-density based random phase approximation (83-41)
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SURFACE PHYSICS

The activity of the group has a large overlap with that of the sol id-
state-theory group. It has gradually developed a stronger emphasis on
surface physics and chemistry and on the increasing participation in
projects on fundamental surface-science research directed towards tech-
nical applications. The close collaboration with local experimental
groups, in particular the surface-physics group, has continued on all
levels: joint contracts and programs, joint seminars and joint projects.

During the year there has been, a few changes in the group. Mats Persson,
who got his PhD exam in June, left in August on an NFR post-doc scholar-
ship for Cornell. At the same time Stephen Hoi 1oway joined the group,
after having been at NORDITA for a year. The following guests have
visited the group: John Inglesfield, Daresbury, visited us in February
and April, Henryk Puszkarski, Poznan, in April, Bill Gadzuk, NBS, in
September, John Harris, Juiich, in September and December, Thomas
Jarl borg, Geneve, in October, and Bo Persson, JUlich, in December. The
group has also benefitted from brief visits by Peter Fulde, Stuttgart,
John Mil kins, Cornell, Kurt Schb'nhammer, Hamburg, Josef Kudrnovski,
Prag, Czeslaw Jedrzejek, Krakow, Jens K Ntfrskov, NQRDITA, Norton Lang,
IBM, Yorktown Heights, and Alan Luntz, IBM, San José.

The work is carried out in overlap with experimental activities. The
group is fortunate to to have a close collaboration with several experi-
mental physicists at Chalmers, in particular those in the experimental
surface physics group lead by Stig Andersson and Bengt Kasemo.

A major event in this year's activities of the group was the organiz-
ation of the Europhysics School on Chemisorption and Surface Reactions
at Aspenäsgården August 22- September 2. The school was very well
attended, and it was held in a very interactive atmosphere, finishing
with an intense discussion of the research problems of most current
interest.

4.5.4 Chemisorption, surface reactions, and other surface processes

1 Project members

P Apell
B Hellsing
S Holloway
C Holmberg
S Holmström
B Lundqvist
P Nordlander
M Persson
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2 Outside support

NFR F-FU 2241-107
NFR F-FU 2241-110
NFR F-FU 2241-113
NFR E-EG 3106-111
NFR E-EG 3106-113
NFR E-EG 3106-116
NFR E-EG 3106-119
NFR E-EG 3106-120
NFR F-GF 3106-123
STU-contract

3 Project description

The research of the group is directed towards the theoretical de-
scription of the molecule-surface interaction. It encompasses all
apsects of this interaction. A prerequisite is a careful caracter-
ization of the surface, which implies an interest in the analysis
of experimental probes and spectra. Central objects for study are
various potential-energy surfaces for the interaction of atoms and
molecules with surfaces and the corresponding electron structures,
as well as dissipative processes for molecular motion in the surface
region. Complete descriptions of the dynamics of adsorption, desorp-
tion, and surface reactions are aimed at. The results find their
applications in, e.g., heterogeneous catalysis. rm*v.os-jonj energy
conversion, and electrode-elctrolyte im

In close connection with the experimental work by Stig Andersson,
Mats Persson has completed the work on the use of symmetry arguments
in the analysis of measured EEL spectra for the determination of the
site of adsorbed species. A simple ca^ulationai scheme for the
relevant lattice dynamics, with physically reasonable assumptions
for the force constants, allows the calculation of intensities that
compare well with the experimentally observed ones. In particular,
profound differences between different adsorption sites resolve
ambiguities in the determination of adsorption-site geometry.

Persson's thesis sums up some aspects of vibrations at metal surfaces,
in particular of (a) the use of EELS to determine the geometrical
configuration of an adsorbed particle with respect to the substrate
and of (b) the electronic mechanism for the energy transfer between
a vibrationaily excited adsorbate and a metal substrate.

Bo Hellsing has continued the study of the vibrational damping and
friction due to electron-hole-pair excitations for hydrogen over-
lapping a jell iurn surface. Detailed investigations allow discussion
of energy dissipation of the hydrogen-atom motion in terms of elec-
tron charge transfer between local orbitals on the adsorbate and
between these orbitals and the substrate. Contact is made with
earlier model calculations based on a Newns-Anderson approach and
the results obtained in a homogeneous electron gas.

Hellsing and Aare Mall o have performed a model calculation to give
an interpretation of experimental data on associative thermal desorp-
tion of hydrogen from nickel surfaces.
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Peter Nordlander, Stefan Holmström and Mats Persson have further
investigated some mechanisms to explain the dispersion of collective
vibrational modes of hydrogen adsorbed on Pd, experimentally observed
by Curt Nyberg and Carl-Gustaf Tengstål. Estimates show that the
indirect interaction through the substrate lattice well accounts
for the observed dispersion.

Nordlander and John Harris have studied the interaction of a helium
atom with a metal surface using an improved pseudo-potential pertur-
bation theory proposed by Harris and Liebsch.

Together with Claes Holmberg and Harris he has started a study of
the interaction between a metal surface and a hydrogen molecule.

Together with Jens Ngrskqv and Stephen Holloway from NORDITA,
Nordlander has calculated potential-energy surfaces for hydrogen on
transition metals, using an effective medium theory with covalency
corrections. The results for such equilibrium properties as chemi-
sorption energies and vibrational frequencies are in good agreement
with experimental data.

Holloway, N0rskov, NORDITA and Norton Lang, IBM, Yorktown Heights,
have calculated the influence of electropositive and electronegative
coadsorbates on the stability and reactivity of small molecules. This
work has been extended by Holloway and N^rskov to include an esti-
mate of the shift in vibrational frequency as a function of an
externally applied electric field. Holloway, Lundqvist and N0rskov
have also been involved in calculating trends in reactivityTör
chemical reactions taking place on transition metal surfaces. This
work is to be presented at the 8th International Congress on Cataly-
sis in Berlin 1984. Ongoing work using the effective-medium-theory,
a scheme for estimating total energies, includes dispersion curves
for adsorbed hydrogenic atoms and the chemisorption and incorpor-
ation of o.xygen.at a Ni(100) surface. Work has been initiated be-
tween HoJUpwa^ and Bill Gadzuk, NBS, Washington, which involves the
transformation of energy from translational to vibrational degrees
of freedom for a diatomic molecule in a surface-scattering event.

Stefan Holmström has continued his study of adsorption of hydrogen
on a metal surface with an applied electrical field. This study has
close connections with field-desorption experiments and with electro-
chemical experiments. The field dependencies of potential-energy
curves and of the electronic structure have been calculated self-
consistently.

Together with Peter Apell, Holmström has also calculated the capacity
of a metal surface with applied electric fields. The capacity and the
differential capacity have been calculated as function of induced
surface charge. Qualitative agreement with electrochemical experi-
ments is obtained.
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Hell sing, Holmberg, Holmström and Nordlander have started a joint
project on calculating properties of adsorbed overlayers on metal
surfaces. The numerical method is based on the coupled-channels
approach developed by John Harris and Ansgar Liebsch. The aim is
to arrive at a better understanding of periodic overlayers.

Claes Holmberg and Bengt Lundqvist have been studying molecular-
orbital models for adsorbed hydroxyl radicals on metal and semicon-
ductor surfaces. This work is aimed at understanding the complex
charge transfer processes occurring during the photoelectrolytic
decomposition of water.

Calculations incorporating the effects of bound electrons, e.g.,
d-electrons, on the dynamic dielectric response of a metal surface
have been performed by Holmberg and Ape!1. They have investigated
the role of multipoles and the finite response of atoms to spatially
varying fields within the context of the van der Waals interaction.
Ultimately these calculations will give an improved description of
the noble-gas-metal scattering potential energy surface.

Bengt Lundqvist and Bengt Kaseroo have written a brief review of the
growing field of surface reaction dynamics. The work of Lundqvist,
Lang and N^rskov on diabatic potential-energy curves for Cl on an
Na surface with applications to surface chemiluminescence is coming
to a conclusion.

Results from the group have been presented in invited lectures by
Lundqvist at (i) the International Conference on Surface studies with
Lasers, Mauterndorf, Austria, March 9-11, (ii) the 6th Interdisci-
plinary Surface Science Conference, Warwick, England, April 18-21,
(iii* the annual meeting of the Danish Physical Society, Nyborgstrand,
May 10-11, (iv) the Workshop on Many-Body Phenomena at Surfaces,
Santa Barbara, California, July 18-19, (v) the Gordon research con-
ference on the Dynamics of Gas-Surface Interactions, Plymouth,
New Hampshire, August 1-5, and (vi) the French-Swedish Symposium
on Surface Science, Paris, November 21-23. In addition the work
was extensively discussed at the Aspenäsgården Europhysics school.

During one month in March-April Lundqvist visited Cornell university
on invitation by John Wilkins and RoalcTHoffmann for joint studies
of the chemisorption problem.

4 Published papers

P Apell and C Holmberg, The role of bound electrons in the non-local
surface response of metals,
Solid State Commun. (in press)

C Holmberg and P Apel 1, Improved description of the van der Waals
interaction in physisorption,
Solid State Commun. 49, 513 (1984)

P Apell and C Holmberg, Multipole contributions to atom-surface
scattering potential,
Solid State Commun. (in press)
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P Apel] and S Holmström, Capacitance of jellium,
Solid State Commun. (in press)

M Persson, B Hell sing and B I Lundqvist, Electronic damping of the
motion of adsorbates on metal surfaces,
Journal of Electron Spectroscopy and Related Phenomena 29, 119 (1983)

B I Lundqvist, Theoretical aspects of adsorption and-heterogeneous
catalysis,
Vacuum 33, 639 (1983)

B I Lundqvist, Molecular vibrations at surfaces,
in Surface studies with lasers, Proceedings of the International
Conference, Mauterndorf, Austria, March, 9-11, 1983,
Eds. F R Aussenegg, A Leitner, and M E Lippitsch, Springer Verlag,
Berlin, 983, p 14

B Kasemo and B I Lundqvist, Surface reaction dynamics,
Comments At. Mol. Phys. (in press)

M J Puska, R M Nieminen, M Manm'nen, B Chakraborty, S Holloway, and
J K N0rskov, Quantum motion of chemisorbed hydrogen on Ni surfaces,
Phys. Rev. Letters 51, 1081 (1983)

P Nordlander, S Hoiioway and J K Ngirskov, Hydrogen adsorption at
metal surfaces,
Surf. Sci. J36 (1984) 59

J NjSrskov, S Holloway and N D Lang, Microscopic model for the
poisoning and promotion of adsorption rates by electronegative
and electropositive atoms,
Surf. Sci. J37 (1984)

S Hoi1oway and J K N0rskov, Changes in the vibraticnal frequencies
of adsorbed molecules due to an applied electric field,
J. Electroan. Chem. (in press)

S Andersson, P-A Karlsson and M Persson, Adsorbate vibrational
energies - the relation between experiments and rigid lattice
calculations,
Phys. Rev. Letters 51 (1983) 2378

5 Institute reports

B I Lundqvist, Molecular vibrations at surfaces (83-14)

M Persson, Effects of absorption site symmetry on interactions at
metal surfaces (83-17)

B Hell sing and M Persson, Electronic damping of atomic and molecular
vibrations at metal surfaces (83-19)

B I Lundqvist, Theoretical aspects of adsorption and heterogeneous
catalysis (83-20)
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B I Lundqvist, Some applications of the density-functional formalism
to chemisorption (83-21)

S Andersson, P-A Karlsson and M Persson, Adsorbate yibrational
energies - the relation between experiments and rigid lattice
calculations (83-24)

B I Lundqyist, Electronic damping of adsorbate motion on metal
surfaces (83-25)

B I Lundqvist, Chemisorption and reactivity of metals (83-28)

P Nordlander, S Holloway and J K N^rskov, Hydrogen adsorption on
metal surfaces (83-29)

P Nordlander and J Harris, The interaction of helium with smooth
metal surfaces (83-30)

B Kasemo and B I Lundqvist, Surface reaction dynamics (83-31)

C Holmberg and P Apell, Improved description of the van der Waals
interaction in physisorption (83-49)

C Holmberg and P Apell, Van der Waals interaction in atom surface
scattering (83-57)

P Apell and S Holmström, Capacitance of jellium (83-58)

S Holloway, B I Lundqvist and J K N^rskov, Electronic factors in
catalysis (83-61)

P Nordlander, S Holmström and M Persson, Indirect interaction between
hydrogen atoms adsorption on metals (83-63)

B Hell sing and A Ma'llo, A simple model for associative thermal
desorption (83-67)

C Holmberg and B I Lundqvist, Selection in catalytic water decompo-
sition by molecular-orbital manipulation (83-68)
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5.1 PRESENTATION OF MATHEMATICAL PHYSICS

In general, mathematical physics can be described as the theoretical
analysis of mathematical models for physical problems: formulation of a
mathematical model for the problem, choice of a suitable approach to ob-
tain the solution, analytical treatment, quantitative computations and
evaluations of the results. Research activity in this field may concern
one or several of these aspects, ranging from formulation of a new model
for a given physical or technical problem to the development of new
mathematical methods. Applications can be chosen from wide areas of
classical and quantum physics as well as in various technological fields.
The research efforts of our group are concentrated on wave propagation
and scattering problems in acoustics, electromagnetics and elastodynamics.

5.2 PERSONNEL AND OTHER DATA
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page 70
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5.3 OUTSIDE SUPPORT

SOURCES OF SUPPORT PRINCIPAL AMOUNT OF
CONTRACT NO YEAR INVESTIGATOR SUPPORT (SCrs)

STU 79-6762 83/84 S Ström 200.000
STU 79-6612 82/83 S Ström 41.000
STU 83-3244 83/84 S Ström 182.000

5.4.1 The main activities of the group

Brian DeFacio, Jubilee Professor of CTH for 1983-84 and Professor of
Physics from the University of Missouri-Columbia is visiting our group
this year. His research program includes:
(i) inverse scattering theory, especially applied to non-destructive

problems, NOE
and
(ii) geometrical mathematical physics, using the differential structures

on manifolds to formulate and solve linear and nonlinear wave propa-
gation problems. It is intended to eventually use this work to gen-
eralize approaches to NOE.

A critical evaluation of curve-fitting inversions was given at the RCP
264 Problems Inverse meeting at Montpellier, Nov. 29 - Dec. 3, 1983.
It will appear in the proceedings. In collaboration with Gerhard
Kristensson, this work is being generalized and the interesting ques-
tions concerning model errors are being answered. The T-matrix calcu-
lations made within our group, specifically recent disk limits of sphe-
roids by Kristensson are basic to this research. Together with Jim Rose
at Iowa State University an exact approach to the inverse scattering of
the time-dependent plasma wave equation has been formulated. With Rose
and Margaret Cheney, of the Stanford University Mathematics Department
this work has been used to clarify, an important formulation of inverse
scattering by R G Newton. Olle Bränder and DeFacio are using these ideas
together with convexity to eliminate the messy constraints on the poten-
tial with which all existing reconstructed methods are plagued. Imaging
problems, especially in radio astronomy, can then be studied as soon as
this problem is solved.

Together with professor David Retzloff of the University of Missouri-
Columbia, V-products and J-unitarity have been developed and theorems
proven to understand Dirac equations on general manifolds. The parity
operator on a curved spacetime has been constructed with professor
John R Urani of the University of Missouri-Kansas City and Dr F J Kutchko
of the University of Kansas. The Pauli-Lubanski vector, torsional plane
waves and Y5(x) were constructed. Subsequent work involves using
spontaneous-symmetry-breaking of Ys(x) to exhibit a gravitational super-
conductor.

Coordinate-free representations of parallel transport Vx on TX and the
Lie derivative Ly on T*X are being combined with nontrivial topological
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structure to generalize classical wave propagation to new cases.
Staffan Ström, Gerhard Kristensson and Brian DeFacio will include
certain defects such as dislocations in an acoustic medium as non-
trivial topological objects.

Olle Bränder and Brian DeFacio have continued their research in
three-dimensional inverse scattering theory for local potentials. In
existing theories (Newton, Kay and Moses) one uses a five-variable
scattering amplitude to obtain a three-vari able potential. This means
that, in order for a local potential to exist, the scattering ampli-
tude must satisfy a two-variable constraint, which is not adequately
understood. Some partial results have been obtained recently on the
uniqueness question, and the research is going on, combining several
different mathematical techniques, such as convexity, in order to
clarify the exact nature of the constraint.

Brian DeFacio and Olle Bränder have examined the stability properties
of a simple model for liquid-glass transitions, set up by Ulf Bengtzeiius
and Alf Sjölander of the condensed matter physics group of this institute.
The non-linear integral equation of the model shows some interesting
structure, with both stable and unstable solutions and with critical
parameter-dependence. Additional work along these lines will focus on
the interesting and important question of whether a new relaxation time
scale emerges from the model and, if so, how. Brian DeFacio and Olle
Bränder have also taken up a study of so-called squeezed coherent states,
of interest e.g. when trying to detect gravitational waves. Physically,
the idea is to try to defeat the linear noise limit of detectors by using
anharmonic effects and mathematically to construct generalized squeezed
coherent states from anharmonic oscillator functions. For this problem
mathematical details such as the operator domains are the essence of the
correct formulation.

Anders Boström has continued the study of some new forms for the Q-
matrices (which determine the transition matrix for a bounded obstacle).
These have been shown to be yery useful for obtaining approximative
analytic expressions for the transition matrix for a perturbation of
a cylinder. They should also be very useful when treating three-dimen-
sional obstacles that have no rotational symmetry. Some of these results
were presented at the URSI meeting on Electromagnetic theory in Santiago
de Compostela, Spain.

Anders Boström and Lennart Lundqvist have continued the investigation
of the modes in an acoustic waveguide with a periodically varying cross
section. The rather peculiar behaviour of the modes in the stopbands
have been studied thoroughly. These results are needed for the studies
that are under way for more complicated geometries, such as a waveguide
which is straight except for a finite corrugated portion.

As a natural extension of earlier work on the scalar wave equation,
Anders Boström has studied the time-dependent scattering of electro-
magnetic waves by a bounded obstacle. New time-dependent wave functions
are introduced and with the help of the integral representation the
problem can then be reduced to solving a set of ordinary differential
equations with constant coefficients. The results were presented at the
International Workshop in Mathematics: Classical Scattering held at
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Ross Priory, Glasgow, Scotland. Plans for the future include numerical
computations based on this formalism.

Anders Boström has studied the scattering of acoustic waves by a layered
elastic obstacle in a fluid, a problem of interest in underwater acous-
tics. Previous theories have been modified so that all surface-field
expansion can be in terms of spherical harmonics. By numerical examples
this is shown to be a superior choice.

Anders Boström and Anders Karlsson have continued the investigation of
elastic wave propagation in a layered elastic half space containing a
three-dimensional inhomogeneity. Extensive numerical computations have
been performed and the data have been presented in the form of synthetic
seismograms. The shape of the inhomogeneity, the location of the point
source (explosion), and the material parameters have all been varied.
It is noted that, as opposed to earlier investigations, the method used
give the exact solution to the full elastodynamic eqations. As an un-
expected side result it has been found that the studied configuration
has a real resonance frequency (a bound state in quantum-mechanical
terms). This effect deserves further studies. The synthetic seismograms
were presented at the National Swedish Mechanics Conference in Uppsala.

As a natural extension of the above work Anders Boström and Anders
Karlsson have recently begun to study the propagation of elastic waves
in a plate containing a cavity (that will be taken as crack-like as
possible). The source is a potent force and the aim is to treat the
full time-dependent problem. This is a project that is of great interest
in the non-destructive evaluation of flaws.

Anthony Burden has continued his investigations of surface wave modes on
long cavities of elliptic cross section in an elastic medium. Through a
combination of analytical and numerical methods convergent results are
obtained for an axes-ratio of 1:100. Other shapes, including cases of
concave boundaries have also been studied. The surface modes which have
been found in all these cases have physical characteristics which indi-
cate that they can be looked upon as continous modifications of the or-
dinary Rayleigh waves. This work is now being extended to a study of
the excitation of these surface modes by various point sources.

Gerhard Kristensson has continued his work on several problems in direct
and inverse scattering theory which are of great importance in electro-
magnetic prospecting. He has completed a work on the surface currents on
a perfectly conducting disk. In particular, the surface currents at the
complex resonances of the disk (i.e. the eigencurrents of the disk). The
disk currents have also been calculated in the scattering case, both for
a disk in free space and for a disk which is imbedded in a conducting
half-space. Gerhard Kristensson has also continued his collaboration
with Robert Pantze and Lennart Malmqvist of the Boliden Mineral AB. Com-
parisons of the response from an ore-body in bore-hole measurements and
in model computations have started and good agreement has been obtained
in the cases studied so far. Further comparisons are planned.

Gerhard Kri Stensson has initiated a work on the use of the T-matrix in
the inverse scattering problem. The reconstructions of the scattering
obstacle have been performed numerically for bodies with small deviations
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from a spherical shape. For these bodies very good reconstruction of
the scattering surface is obtained. Further analytic studies need to
be made on the stability and the regularization of the basic equations.

Gerhard Kristensson has initiated a work on inverse scattering problems
in one dimension where the potential grows to infinity in one of the
directions. This inverse problem, which can be interpreted as a "one-
sided" scattering problem, has many applications in especially the
geophysical sciences. The correct mathematical formulation of this
problem is of importance and existing formulations need to be improved.
Therefore his work has been concentrated on this aspect.

During the year Peter Olsson has finished the computational work on the
elastostatic single inhomogeneity problem, including a pressurized cavity.
He has also considered two other elastostatic problems: the case of sev-
eral pressurized cavities, and the sub-surface inhomogeneity problem.
The work on the first of these latter problems, which involves the trans-
national properties of the basis functions as well as a method for han-
dling sources on the boundary of an inhomogeneity, is nearly completed.
The analytical work on the buried inhomogeneity problem has been carried
out and the numerical implementation will be undertaken in the next step.

Modified Green's functions provide a tool that can be used in the inte-
gral equation formulation of scattering problems in order to avoid spu-
rious internal resonances. Some natural free space Green's function
modifications which are constructed in terms of outgoing wave functions
have been studied by Ralph Kieinman and Gary Roach in collaboration with
Staffan Ström. In particular it is shown that the expansion coefficients
for a suitably optimized modified Green's function coincide with the
transition matrix elements. Staffan Ström has also completed a tutorial
review of the integral equation formulation of scattering of elasto-
dynanric waves from three-dimensional scatterers of general shape. Fur-
thermore, he has continued his collaboration with the Antenna Group at
the Ericsson Co, Mölndal.

During this year our group has enjoyed shorter visits from professor
Allen Q Howard, University of Arizona, professor Alexander Ramm, Kansas
State University and Dr Steen Krenk, Risö, all of whom gave seminars on
their recent work during their visits. Among the conferences this year
which have been of great interest to us there was the 1983 URSI Symposium
on Electromagnetic Theory, Santiago de Compostela, Spain, August 23-26
(with contributions by A Boström, A Karlsson and G Kristensson), the
International Workshop in Mathematics: Classical Scattering organized
at the Ross Priory outside Glasgow by Gary Roach, Dept of Mathematics,
Univ. of Strathclyde, Glasgow during August 8-12 (v/ith contributions/
participation by A Boström, G Kristensson, B Peterson and S Ström),
the National Swedish Mechanics Conference in Västerås, October 13-15
(with contributions/participation by A Karlsson, P Olsson and B Peterson).
Other conferences attended by group members were the Third International
Conference on Antennas and Propagation ICAP 83 in Norwich U.K.,
April 12-15 (with a contribution by G Kristensson), the Euromech 166
Conference in Aachen, West Germany, March 28-30 (with a contribution
by A Boström) and a conference on Spectral and Scattering Theory at
the Mathematics Research Institute, Oberwolfach, West Germany,
July 17-23 (with participation by S Ström, co-author of contribution)
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5.4.2 Published papers

A Boström, Acoustic waves in a cylindrical duct with periodically
varying cross section,
Wave Motion £, 59-67 (1983)

A Boström and G Kristensson, Scattering of a pulsed Rayleigh wave by a
spherical cavity in an elastic half space,
Wave Motion 5, 137-143 (1983)

A Boström and B Nilsson, Acoustics of an obstacle.inside a reactive
siiencer,
J. Sound Vibr. 87, 603-619 (1983)

A Boström, Passbands and stopbands for an elcetromagnetic waveguide with
periodically varying cross section, IEEE
Trans. Microwave Theory Tech. MTT-31 752-756 (1983)

A Boström, A new expression for the T matrix in the null field approach.
Proceedings of the 1983 URSI Symposium on electromagnetic theory,
Santiago de Compostel a, Spain

0 Bränder and G Rehbinder, A theoretical analysis of the dynamics of hot
water underground stores of general shape,
J. Phys. £16, 2039-2060 (1983)

A Karlsson, Scattering of Rayleigh-Lamb waves from a 2D-cavity in an
elastic plate,
Wave Motion (in press)

A Karlsson and G Kristensson, Electromagnetic scattering from subterranean
obstacles in a stratified ground,
Radio Science J8, 345-356 (1983)

A Karlsson and G Kristensson, Electromagnetic scattering in a stratified
halfspace,
Proceedings of the 1983 URSI Symposium on elctromagnetic theory,
Santiago de Compostela, Spain

G Kristensson, The electromagnetic field in a layered earth induced by
an arbitrary stationary current distribution,
Radio Science J8, 357-368 (1983)

G Kristensson, The electromagnetic radiation from a wire antenna above a
stratified ground,
Proceedings of the Third International Conference on Antennas and Propa-
gation, ICAP-83, Norwich U.K.

G Kristensson, A Ramm and S Ström, Convergence of the T-matrix approach
in scattering theory fH
J. Math. Phys. 24(11), 2619-2631 (1983)

G Kristensson, Influence of inhomogeneities in a stratified ground on the
field of a circular loop antenna,
Invited paper to a special issue of IEEE Trans. Geoscience and Remote
Sensing on "Electromagnetic Methods in Applied Geophysics" (in press)
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G Kristensson, Natural frequencies of circular discs,
IEEE Trans. Antennas Propag. (in press)

P Olsson, Elastostatics as a limit of elastodynamics - a matrix formu-
lation,
Appl. Sci. Res. (in press)

B Peterson, V K Varadan and V V Varadan, Scattering of elastic waves
by a fluid inclusion,
J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 73, 1487 (1983)

B Peterson, V V Varadan and V K Varadan, T matrix approach to the study
of the vibration frequencies of elastic bodies in fluids,
J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 74, 1051 (1983)

5.4.3 Institute reports

G Kristensson, Natural frequencies of circular discs (83-6)

A Burden, On the propagation of elastic surface waves along a cylindrical
cavity o"f arbitrary cross section (83-22)

P Olsson, Elastostatics as a limit of elastodynamics - a matrix formulation
(83-23)

A Boström, Scattering of acoustic waves by a layered elastic obstacle
in a fluid - an improved null field approach (83-40)

B Peterson, On the scattering frequencies for regions with a solid-fluid
interface (83-64)

A Boström and A Karlsson, Exact synthetic seismograms for an inhomo-
geneity in a layered elastic halfspace (83-65)

5.4.4 Other reports

A Boström, Time-dependent electromagnetic scattering by a bounded obstacle,
Contribution to International workshop in mathematics classical scattering,
Univ. of Strathclyde, Glasgow, August 1983.

R Pantze, L Malmqvist and G Kristensson, Directional EM-measurements in
bore holes,
Technical report, Boliden Mineral AB.
R Kleinman, G Roach and S Ström, The null field method and modified
Green's functions,
Submitted to Proc. Roy. Soc. (London)
S Ström, Lecture notes on elastodynamic wave scattering,
(February 1983)

T A K Pillai, V K Varadan, V V Varadan and 3 Peterson, Elastic wave
scattering by a fluid inclusion in an elastic half-space,
Proceedings of the Acoustical Society of America meeting, Cincinnati,
May 9-13, 1983

- 66 -
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GRADUATE TEACHING AND AWARDED DEGREES

1 Graduate courses
2 Awarded degrees
3 Graduate students
4 Graduate students over the years

6.1 GRADUATE COURSES

Course

Quantum mechanics

Irreversible statistical physics

Classical electrodynamics

Solid state theory

Classical field theory

Elementary particle physics

The path integral formulation of
quantum mechanics

Surface physics

Heterogeneous catalysis and other
surface reactions

Inverse scattering theory

Functional analysis and geometry

Many particle theory

Lecturer

A Boström

A Sjölander

0 Lindgren
P Apell

M Jonson

R Marnelius

J Nilsson

L Brink

B Lundqvist

B Lundqvist

0 Bränder and the participants

B DeFacio

G Wendin

During the autumn term the institute organized and contributed to a
series of open lectures under the title "Nobel prizes in physics - a
cross section of 20'th century physics". The lectures were primarily
attended by natural scientists, engineers, school teachers and students.
The presentation of 1983's Nobel prize in physics was particularly well
attended.
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6.2 AWARDED DEGREES (DOCTOR'S DEGREES)

Olof Lindgren, April 8, 1983
Thesis:

Opponent: M Green, London, England

Construction and properties of supersymmetric quantum field
theories

Mats Persson, June 1, 1983

Thesis: • Vibrations at metal surfaces

Opponent: K Schönhammer, Hamburg, Germany

6.3 GRADUATE STUDENTS

Research divi son

Elementary particle physics

Condensed matter physics

Mathematical physics

First year's students

Number

Total

of graduate students

14

11

6

2

33
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6.4 GRADUATE STUDENTS OVER THE YEARS

A list of graduates from the institute has been made. Hopefully it 1s
of general interest.

The following persons have obtained the degree of "Doctor of Philosophy" or "Doctor of
Technology" at the institute (in accordance with the rules valid until 1974)

Employed by

industry other

Name

Jan S Nilsson
Lars Hedin
Lajos Redei (+-78)
Olle Bränder
Arne Kihlberg
Staffan Ström
Göran Grimvall
Bengt Lundqvist
Göran Niklasson
Göran Wendin
Lars Brink
Bengt Karlsson

Year

1962
1965
1965
1966
1966
1967
1969
1969
1970
1972
1973
1974

CTH/GU

CTH
CTH
GU
CTH
CTH
CTH
CTH
CTH
CTH
CTH
CTH
CTH

Research
group

MF
MF
E
MF
MF
MF
FT
FT
SF
FT
E
MF

Employed
teacher

CTH/GU
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

as academic
or scientist at

other un1v./research
univ. inst. abroad

X
(X)

X

X

The following persons have obtained the degree of "Licentiate in Philosophy" or "Licentiate
in Technology" at the institute

Name

Ulf Ottoson
Alf Beskow
Leif Wettstam
Klas Bergström
Göran Björkman
Gert Frielingsdorf
Ingvar Hultén
Giorgic Peressutti
Ulf Harrysson
Brita Carlin
Richard Sears
Folke Hjaimers

Year

64/69 CTH/GU
66/68 CTH/GU
1966 GU
1967 GU
1968 CTH
1968 GU
1968 CTH
1968 GU
1970 GU
1971 GU
1971 GU
1973 CTH

Research
group

E
E
TF
E
FT
E
E
E
E
E
E
E

Employed as academic
teacher or scientist at Employed by

other univ./research
CTH/GU univ. inst. abroad industry other
X

X
X
X

X

X
X

E * Elementary particle physics TF
FT * Solid state physics CTH
MF » Mathematical physics GU
SF * Statistical physics

Theoretical physics
Chalmers University of Technology
University of Göteborg
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The following persons have obtained the degree of "Doctor of Philosophy" or "Doctor of
Technology" at the Institute (1n accordance with the rules valid from 1968)

Name

Virul Samathyakanit
Karl-Axel Edin
Leif Mattsson
John Nagel
Allan Din
Robert Marnelius
Magnus Månsson
Stig I Andersson
Olle Gunnarsson
Christian Högfors
Christer Lydén
Bo Peterson
Erland Uikborg
Göran Ågren
Per Salomonson
Lennart Sjögren
Bo-Sture Skagerstam
Jan-Olov Winnberg
Hans Hjelmberg
Mats Jonson
Kofi Nuroh
Hans Hansson
Gerhard Kristensson
Staffan Sjödin
Christer Alvegérd
Anders Boström
Peder Johansson
Börje Nilsson
Masahide Ohno
Bo Persson
Björn Sundelfus
Bengt Niisscn
Peter Ahlqvist
Peter Apell
Olof Lindgren
Mats Persson

Year

1969
1970
1971
1971
1974
1974
1974
1975
1975
1975
1975
1975
1975
1975
1976
1977
1977
1977
1978
1978
1978
1979.
1979
1979
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1981
1982
1982
1983
1983

CTH/GU

GU
GU
GU
GU
GU
CTH
CTH
GU
CTH
GU
CTH
CTH
GU
CTH
GU
CTH
GU
CTH
CTH
CTH
CTH
GU
GU
CTH
GU
CTH
CTH
GU
CTH
CTH
GU
GU
CTH
CTH
GU
CTH

E =• Elementary particle physics
FT • Solid state physics
SF * Statistical physics
TMF « Applied mathematical |ihysics

Research Employee
group

FT
E
E
E
E
E
SF
E
FT
E
FT
TMF
FT
FT
E
SF
E
E
FT
FT
FT
E
TMF
SF
E
TMF
FT
TMF
FT
FT
TMF
E
FT
FT
E
TYF

TYF *
CTH *
GU =

teacher

CTH/GU

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

Theoretical

1 as academic
or scientist at

other un1v./research
univ. inst. abroad

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X

surface physics
Chalmers-University of Technology
University of Göteborg

Employed

Industry

X

X

X
X

X

1

X

by

oth

X
X

X

X
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UNDERGRADUATE TEACHING

During 1983 the following courses have been given

Level

GU.Phys

GU.Phys

GU.Phys

GU.Phys

GU.Ä1 1

GU.1AO

CTH.F1

CTH.F2

CTH.F3

CTH.F4

1

2

3

4

Name of course Lecturing

Experimental problem
solving methodology
Mechanics

Physics of micro-
and macrosystems

Mechanics and quantum
physics
Thermodynamics

Mathematical methods
of physics
Applied mathematical
physics B
Experimental problem
solving methodology
Mechanics

Quantum physics

Mechanics F, part A

Vector analysis and
potential theory
Mechanics F, part B

Field theory and partial
differential equations
Quantum physics

Statistical physics and
thermodynami cs
Theory of relativity

Thermodynamics with
applications
Applied quantum physics

Solid state theory

Applied mathematical
physics

hours

16

120

16
10
10
50

44
72

38

16

100

48
51
35

70
70
65

32

42

35

14

35

28

42

35

Lecturer

T Eriksson

T Eriksson

L Brink
J Nilsson
A Sjölander
J Nilsson

T Eriksson

U Ottoson

G Kristensson

T Eriksson

T Eriksson

P Apell
U Ottoson
G Niklasson

G Kristensson
P Olsson
C Alvegård

0 Bränder

B Lundqvist

G Niklasson

S Hwang

A Sjölander

P Apell

S Lundqvist
S Ström
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Level

Continued

CTH.F4

CTH,El

CTH.E3

CTH,K1

Name of course Lecturing

Elementary particle physics
Wave dynamics
Heterogeneous catalysis and
other surface reactions
Gravitation and cosmology
Mechanics E, part A
Mechanics E, part B

Applied mathematical
physics
Mechanics K

hours

28
42
14

35
42
42
30
35

20

Lecturer

J Nilsson
S Ström
B Lundqvist

L Brink
A Kihi berg
C Alvegärd
0 Lindgren
0 Bränder

C Alvegärd

GU
CTH
1A0
7B0
ICO
1D0
Fl
El
Kl
Phys 1
Chem 1
Äl 1

University of Göteborg
Chalmers University of Technology
20-points physics level
4 Q _ II II "

= 60-
= 80-

1st year of engineering physics
" " " electrical engineering
" " " chemical engineering, etc
" " " school of physics

chemistry
" " " school of teachers training
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-SEMINARS

The institute has enjoyed visits from a number of scientists, who have
presented guest lectures and seminar talks.

S Kullander
Uppsala

PFulde
Stuttgart

JSass
Berlin

J-M van Hoi ten
Wuppertal

H Nicolai

M B Green
London

H Puszkarski
Poznän

J Ingiesfield
Daresbury

T Kinell
Studsvik

P-0 Larsson
Darmstadt

U von Barth
Lund

A Q Howaro
Tucson

A Q Howard
Tucson

NAC-83 - A new direction for Swedish accelerator
based research
24.1

Electron correlation in molecules and solids
11.2

Coadsorption of HoO and ions on metal surfaces
7.3

Composite gauge bosons and supergravity
10.3

Inconsistencies in the Wess-Zumino model
23.3

Superstrings
15.4

The probing of magnetic surface interactions by
resonance investigation of surface spin-waves in
magnetic thin films
26.4

Enhanced photoemission from small metal spheres
3.5

Properties of supercooled Rubidium
4.5

147Direct proton decay of 0.56 s Tm and search for
this decay mode among very neutron deficient
isotopes with 61 Z 67
9.5

Density functional thec^y: The significance of the
energy eigenvalues
9.5

Inversion of electrical profile from cross borehole
measurements
16.5

Transient response from a thin dyke
19.5
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B Chakraborty
NORDITA

F Rohrlich
Syracuse

A Bohm
Texas

M Sewerynski
Poland

M Sewerynski
Poland

R N Sen
Beer-SiTeva

PJena
Richmond

S Ostlund
Santa Barbara

B Hubermann
Palo Alto

D Mennin
Cornell
University

A Ramm
Kansas State
University

DMermin
Cornell
University

ARamm
Kansas State
University

E Burstein
Philadelphia

Electronic transport properties of high
resistivity metals
20.5

Phenomenological relativistic quark dynamics
24.5

The constrained Hamiltonian dynamics and relativistic
rotator
26.5

Why dimensional regularization yields only poles
30.5

On two applications of the operator ~- , Rea>-1
8.6 z

Theory of symmetry in infinite quantum mechanical
systems
9.6
Effect of isotopes on the electronic structure of
metal hydrogen systems
13.6

Renormalization group analysis of the discrete
quasi periodic Schrbdinger equation
13.6

Digital Physics
14.6

Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen correlations: The transi-
tion to classical realism
14.6

Description of the degree of non-uniqueness in the
inverse source problem
14.6

Klein bottles at your fingertips: The uses of
topology in condensed matter physics
15.6

On an inverse problem of interest in geophysics
15.6

Electronic excitations of adsorbed atoms and
molecules on surfaces
15.6
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S Devi
university
of Arizona

MCieplak
Warsaw

M Ciepiak
Warsaw

K Stelle
London

MCieplak
Warsaw

J Kudrnovsky
Prague

MCieplak
Warsaw

J Kudrnovsky
Prague

Yu Lu
Beijing

T Jarl borg
Geneve

T Jarl borg
Geneve

T Jarl borg
Geneve

T Jarl borg
Geneve

T Jarl borg
Geneve

Atomic collisions in time dependent Hartree-
Fock approximation
11.8

Sherrington-Kirkpatrick model of a spin glass
8.9

Nature of ordering in spin glasses
12.9

UV-problems in super-symmetric field theories
15.9

Frustration on fractals
16.9

Theory of photoemission from disordered alloys
22.9

Density of electronic states in granular metals
26.9

Theory of Auger spectra from solids
6.10

Solitons and the polaron generation
6.10

Electronic structure and properties in solid state
introductory lecture
11.10

The band structure problem: Muffin-tins, orbitals
17.10

LMTO and other SCF band methods
19.10

SCF calculations; spectra, dHvA, positrons
25.10

Magnetic properties
27.10

S Krenk
RosKilde

K Bedell
University of
Stony Brook

T Jarl borg
Geneve

Scattering of elastic waves from planar cracks
31.10

The properties of Paul i-enhanced Fermi liquids
in finite magnetic fields
31.10

Superconductivity, A, H 0, etc
1.11 c2J
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O Holm Nielsen
NORDlTA

A Balachandran
Syracuse

N Eländer
Stockholm

S Girvin
Washington D.C.

B Kellogg
University
of Maryland

J Harris
Julich

Stress treatment by quantum mechanics
3.11

Skyrmions I
7.11

Vibrationskontinualskvantisering
9.11

The quantization of the Hall resistance in
two-dimensions
22.11

Numerical solution of scattering problems
1.12

Cluster calculations
8.12

B N J Persson
Jlilich

I Armstrong
Baltimore

J Mickeisson
Helsinki

W Ekhardt
Berlin

Inelastic scattering of slow electrons from
surfaces, with application to Si(lll)-(7x7)
and thin metal films on Si(111).
12.12

The decay of atomic states: Strong laser-field
ionization
13.12

Topological anomalies in current algebra
14.12

Self-consistent calculations for the polarizability
of small metal clusters
15.12
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INSTITUTE REPORTS

83-1 C Åberg

83-2 I Bengtsson
0 Lindgren

83-3 S Wei in

83-4 E C G Sudarshan
R Simon
N Mukunda

83-5 C Åberg

83-6

83-7

83-8

83-9

83-10

83-11

83-12

83-13

83-14

83-15

G

L
M
J

L
A
R

A

A
I
L

A
I
L

0

A

B

0

Kristensson

Brink
B Green
H Schwarz

Johansson
Kihl berg
Marnelius

Bengtsson

Bengtsson
Bengtsson
Brink

Bengtsson
Bengtsson
Brink

Lindgren

Toll sten

I Lundqvist

Trinhanmer

On superiuminal communication. A note on
Nick Herbert's "FLASH detection process"

Extended supersymmetry and the vacuum

Refuting the irrefutible. Some remarks on
locality, determinism and Bell's inequality

Paraxial wave optics and relativistic
front description—I The scalar theory

A Bell-type argument for the double-slit
experiment

Natural frequencies of circular discs

Ten-dimensional supersymmetric Yang-Mills
theory with S0(8)-covariant light-cone
superfields

Sectors of solutions and minimal energies
in classical Liouville theories for strings

N=l Supergravity in the light-cone gauge

Cubic interaction terms for arbitrary spin

Cubic interaction terms for arbitrarily
extended supermultiplets

The light-cone approach to the N=4
Yang-Mills theory

The light-cone gauge superfield formalisms
for the N=l 6-dimensional Yang-Mills theory
and the N=2 4-dimensional one

Molecular vibrations at surfaces

Band structure approach to ground state
energy in lattice gauge theory
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83-16 O Trinhammer

83-17 M Persson

83-18 S Hwang

83-19 B Hell sing
M Persson

83-20 B I Lundqvist

83-21 B I Lundqvist

83-22 A D Burden

83-23

83-24

83-25

83-26

83-27

83-28

83-29

83-30

83-31

83-32

P Olsson

S Andersson
P-A Karlsson
M Persson

B I Lundqvist

M Sewerynski

L Brink

B I Lundqvist

P Nordlander
S Holloway
J K N0rskov

P Nordlander
J Harris

B Kasemo
B I Lundqvist

M Jonson
S M Girvin

Infinite N phase transitions in one-
plaquette 2+1 dimensional models of
lattice gauge theory with Manton1s action

Effects of absorption site symmetry on
interactions at metal surfaces

Properties of the anti-BRS symmetry in
a general framework

Electronic damping of atomic and molecular
vibrations at metal surfaces

Theoretical aspects of adsorption and
heterogeneous catalysis

Some applications of the density-functional
formalism to chemisorption

On the propagation of elastic surface
waves along a cylindrical cavity of
arbitrary cross section

0

Elastostatics as a limit of elastodynamics
- a matrix formulation

Adsorbate vibrational energies - the
relation between experiments and rigid
lattice calculations

Electronic damping of adsorbate motion
on metal surfaces

On Hermite-Bell inverse polynomials

N=4 Yang-Mills theory. A UV finite space
quantum field theory

Chemisorption and reactivity of metals

Hydrogen adsorption on metal surfaces

The interaction of helium with
smooth metal surfaces

Surface reaction dynamics

The thermoelectric effect in a weakly
disordered inversion layer subject to
a quantizing magnetic field
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83-33

83-34

83-35

83-36

83-37

83-38

83-39

83-40

83-41

83-42

83-43

83-44

83-45

83-46

83-47

33-48

M Ohno

P Putila-Mäntylä
M Ohno
G Graffe

M Ohno

M Ohno

P Putila-Mäntylä
M Ohno
G Graeffe

B-S Skagerstam

A Bengtsson

A Boström

G Wendin

P Apell
D R Penn

D R Penn
P Apell

B N J Persson
P Apell

P Apell

P Apell

P Apell

E Burstein
A Brotman
P Apell

Theoretical studies of the 3s and 3p
linewidths of the elements Kr to Xe

Relaxation energy shift in L X-ray
emission spectra of the elements
Nb(Z=41) to Sb(Z=51)

Theoretical studies of solid state L-LM
Coster-Kronig and LM-MMM satellite energies

Many-body calculations of L, XPS spectra
of Ar to Kr

L X-ray Tinewidths of the elements
Nb to Sb. I

Quasi-coherent states for unitary groups

On gauge invariar:^ for spin 3 fields

Scattering of acoustic waves by a layered
elastic obstacle in a fluid - an improved
null-field approach

Photo-ionization of metallic Lanthanum,
Thorium and Uranium in a local-density based
random phase approximation

Optical properties of small metal spheres:
Surface effects

Anomalous electron energy loss in small
spheres

Sum rules for surface response functions
with application to the van der Waals
interaction between an atom and a metal

Non-local aspects of second harmonic
generation at a metal surface

Vibrational damping of adsorbed molecules:
Effects of a realistic metal surface

Effects of non-locality and surface diffuse-
ness on the electromagnetic response of a
vacuum metal interface

The valence electron excitations and the
optical properties of adsorbed atoms and
molecules on metal surfaces
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83-49

83-50

83-51

83-52

83-53

83-54

83-55

83-56

83-57

83-58

83-59

83-60

83-61

83-62

83-63

C
P

P

P

S
P

P
C

P
C

I
M
0

M

C
P

P

s
p

M
P
G

S
B
J

P
A
S

P
S
M

Holmberg
Apell

Apell

Apell

Lundqvist
Apell

Apell
Holmberg

Apell
Holmberg

Bengtsson
Cederwall
Lindgren

Ohno

Holmberg
Apell

Apell
Holmström

Apell

Ohno
Putila-Mäntylä
Graeffe

Holloway
I Lundqvist
K Nrfrskov

Apell
Ljungbert
Lundqvist

Nordlander
Holmström
Persson

Improved description of the van der
Waals interaction in physisorption

Raman scattering and second harmonic
generation from adsorbates; a simplified
approach

Non-local effects in the far-infrared
absorption of small metal particles

Effets electromagnetiques non-1ocaux
å la surface des metaux

The role of bound electrons in the non-
local surface response of metals

Multipole contributions to atom-surface
scattering potential

Light cone actions for gravity and higher
spins; Some further results

Dynamical relaxation shift of mid-to-high-Z
elements

Van der Waals interaction in atom surface
scattering

Capacitance of jellium

Raman scattering from atomic adsorbates
on metal surfaces; some elementary con-
siderations

L X-ray linewidths of the elements Nb
to Sb.II

Electronic factors in catalysis

Electromagnetic surface response

Indirect interaction between hydrogen
atoms adsorption on metals
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83-64

83-65

83-66

83-67

83-68

83-69

83-70

B Peterson

A Boström
A Karlsson

R Gudmundsdottir
G Rydnell
P Sa7omonson

B Hellsing
A Mällo

C Holmberg
B I Lundqvist

S Lundqvist
0 R Schrieffer

B-S Skagerstam
A E J Johansson

On the scattering frequencies for regions
with a solid fluid interface

Exact synthetic seismograms for an inhomo-
geneity in a layered elastic half space

Composite field formalism and instability
of ($2)3-theory

A simple model for associative thermal
desorption

Selection in catalytic water decomposition
by molecular-orbital manipulation

The relation between bonding and spectroscopy

Finite temperature corrections induced by
quantum gravity
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10 OFFICIAL COMMISSIONS

Bränder O is a member of the Board of Chalmers University of
Technology

is the vice-dean of Chalmers University of Technology
and a member of the Faculty Council

Lundqvist B is a member of the board of the Surface and Interface
Section of the Condensed Matter Division of the European
Physical Society

is a member of the board of the Condensed Matter Division
of the Swedish Physical Society

was a member of the Board of Chalmers University of
Technology and a vice-dean of the Technical Faculty of
Chalmers University of Technology until June 30, 1983

is dean of the common physics section of the Technical
Faculty of Chalmers University of Technology and
University of Göteborg

Lundqvist S is a member of the board of the Condensed Matter
Division of the European Physical Society

is an adjunct professor at the University of Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia

is a member of the Royal Academy of Engineering Sciences
(IVA), the Royal Academy of Sciences (KVA), the Royal
Society of Arts and Sciences in Göteborg (VVS) and the
Royal Society of Sciences in Uppsala (VS)

is a fellow of the Institute of Physics (F Inst P)

is a member of the Solid State Advisory Committee at the
International Centre for Theoretical Physics, Trieste

is the chairman for the Scientific Council at the
International Centre for Theoretical Physics, Trieste

is a member of the editorial boards of Acta Physica
Polonica, Chemical Physics Letters, Comments on Solid
State Physics, Journal of Magnetism and Magnetic Materials,
Physica Scripta, Physica Status Solidi and Solid State
Communications

is a member of the Election Committee for the Swedish
Natural Science Research Council
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Nilsson J S

Sjölander A

Skagerstam B-S

Ström S

Wendin G

is associate Secretary-General of the International
Union of Pure and Applied Physics (IUPAP)

is honorary professor at the University of Vienna, Austria

is dean of the school of Natural Science, Univeristy of
Göteborg

is a member of "Tjänsteförslagsnämnden" (The employment
board of the common physics section of the Technical
Faculty of Chalmers University and the Faculty of the
Natural Sciences of the University of Göteborg)

is a member of the Commission on Thermodynamics and
Statistical Mechanics of IUPAP

is a member of the Royal Academy of Sciences (KVA)

is vice secretary of the division for Elementary Particle
Physics of the Swedish Physical Society

is a Swedish delegate of the European Committee for
Future Accelerators (ECFA), CERN, Geneva

is deputy member of the Swedish National Committee of URS1

is a member of the program committee for Physics (PuF)
of the Swedish Natural Science Research Council (NFR)
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The abbreviations used in the tables of personnel are the following:

A assistant
C master of engineering science (civilingenjör)
D graduate student (forskarstuderande)
00 docent
DT graduate student position (doktorandtjänst)
E elementary particle physics group
EL extra lecturer
F senior research scientist, temporary (personlig arvodestjänst

som forskare, tidsbegränsad)
FA research associate (forskarassistent)
FD doctor of philosophy (fil dr)
FK fil kand
FL fil lic
FM fil mag
F0 senior research scientist (personlig tjänst som forskare)
FT solid state and atomic physics
HSFR the Swedish Research Council of the Humanities and the

Social Sciences
IPS International Physics Seminar, Uppsala
ISS Scholar of the International Physics Seminar, Uppsala
JP Chalmers Jubilee professor
L lecturer
LIB librarian
MSc master of science
NFR the Swedish Natural Science Research Council
P professor
PD post doctoral fellow
P(em) emeritus professor
RA research assistant (rådsassistent)
S secretary
SF statistical physics
SFe senior fellow
SI Swedish Institute, Stockholm
STU the National Swedish Board for Technical Development
TD doctor of technology (tekn dr)
TL tekn lie
TMF mathematical physics group
U undergraduate teaching
UHÄ the National Board of Universities and Colleges
V visitor
Utbildn.bidrag = graduate fellowship


